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From the Editors
“Be joyful always...”
We evangelical Christians can be a dour and disgruntled
bunch. The editors of the Princeton Theological Review are
no exception. Of course this is not entirely without justification.

There really is cause for concern that, well, things

appear to be going to hell in a hand basket. In a pluralistic
theological environment in which evangelicalism is still
very much a minority position, it is quite easy to take on
the shrill tones and sour temperament of the loyal opposition. Moreover, suffering over sin and injustice is an appropriate, even mandated response for the Christian.
Finally, some argue that excessive joyousness betrays a certain superficiality or insensitivity toward all the suffering in
the world.
Bitterness, they imply, is more “authentic.”
(Strangely, this mood seems most common
among
Americans who likely have less exposure to profound suffering than Christians in other parts of the world.)
These are all partial truths; but more often than not,
they are theological red herrings which hide rationalizations.
In truth, we of all people should exhibit a spirit of joy. We
should so overflow with joy that others identify us with it.
After all, we profess to believe the magnificent story about
the Creator of all that is, who became one of us, so that we
might be one with him. Read that again, slowly. What an
outrageous, even scandalous claim! We should swallow hard
before we dare to speak it. Yet it roles so easily off the
tongue, without so much as raising our pulse. But if we actually think it is true, how can we possibly fail to rejoice?
Joy is acommon theme in Paul’s letters. So, characteristically, in response to the legalism which beset the

Galatians, he asked them, “What has happened to all your
joy?” (Gal. 4: 15) His question has a certain timely bite, as
if it were transported from the first century to the twentieth
without need of reorientation or transition. Its conviction
pierces the heart like a hot arrow propelled with perfect accuracy. Paul considered joy to be one of the distinguishing
marks of the Christian. He lists it second only after love
among the fruits of the Spirit (Gal. 5: 22).

A sort of

vaguely-defined “love” gets a lot of play these days; joy,
however, tends to be something of an embarrassment.
Of course Christian joy is not some airheaded, undiscriminating happy face, which whistles obliviously along amidst
life’s harsh realities. Nor is it akin to Buddhist detachment.
If anything, it springs from a type of attachment. It is compatible with suffering, as Paul tells the Corinthians:

“in all

our troubles my joy knows no bounds” (2 Cor. 7:4); in fact,
it often emerges in the midst of suffering. This is because
Christian joy issues from loyalty to one’s primary Object of
devotion. This Object is actually a person, who not only
transcends worldly suffering, but freely chose to enter it for
Our sakes.

The catechism tells us that our chief end is to glorify
God and enjoy him forever.
This being our “end,” we
should not be astonished that joy in this life always displays
an eschatological hue, a yearning which is never fully satiated. C.S. Lewis puts it well in Surprised by Joy: “Joy is
distinct not only from pleasure in general but even from aesthetic pleasure. It must have the stab, the pang, the inconsolable longing ... All joy reminds. It is never a possession, always a desire for something longer ago or further
away or still ‘about to be.’” It is that peculiar kind of pleasure, not unlike the child’s anticipation of Christmas
morning, which is enjoyed even when the child is not completely content.
But how can we be joyful? Is this the sort of thing one
can command? Paul guides us here as well, when he instructs the Thessalonians tersely, “Be joyful always; pray
continually; give thanks in all circumstances, for this is
God’s will for you in Jesus Christ” (1 Thess. 5:28). Be joyful always? Maybe Paul is availing himself here of that
renowned Jewish hyperbole. But tethering it to God’s will
makes it a little more difficult to “exegete” away. His conjoining of joy, prayer and gratitude may be no coincidence.
Perhaps where there is prayer and thanksgiving, there is
likely to be joy. Prayer and giving thanks are things we do;
joy on the other hand seems to derive from them. If this is
the case, perhaps we should understand joy as the outcome
of spiritual disciplines such as prayer, thanksgiving, fasting,
defending the truth, reflecting on God’s nature, and caring for
the poor, the weak and the lost, and not as the sanguine escape from serious work.
Joy is the delightfully sweet
residue given graciously to a life submitted to Jesus Christ.
Where it is entirely absent, others are justified in suspecting
something is amiss. If we evangelicals evince an unmixed
melancholy, we fail to live out the “full wealth” of our con-

viction.
The PTR would like to bid a fond farewell to three of
its editors, one of whom will return in one year. Book
Review Editor William Crawley is moving on to other ventures, and Gregg Valeriano, our General Editor, is graduating
from the seminary and pursuing further studies at L’Abri
Fellowship in Switzerland. Mr. Valeriano is one of the few
remaining original members of the Charles Hodge Society
and editors of the PTR. Arts & Culture Editor Matthew
Koenig is taking a one year leave of absence to study at the
University of Tiibingen in Germany.
The difficulty of
losing these three will be partially mitigated by the addition
of new editors, two of whom we welcome for next year:
Jon Brenner as Arts & Culture Editor, and Vito Aiuto as
Book Review Editor.
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The Logic of Tolerance
JAY WESLEY RICHARDS
In this essay I argue the most common contemporary
“secular” arguments for tolerance are fatally flawed, that they
presuppose some tacit view of right and good in spite of
their stated intentions, and that any valid defense of tolerance
must be grounded in some view of the right and the good
which is believed by its defender to be true.!_

To this end, I

seek to define tolerance/toleration broadly enough to be versatile, but narrowly enough to be useful. I then consider
several ideal types of “secular” arguments which purport to
defend tolerance without appeals to any particular view of
the right and the good, and conclude they are all fallacious.
Moreover, they all tend to assume an antinomy between
moral/epistemic certainty—strong belief in a view of the
right or the good—on the one hand, and tolerance on the
other.
In contrast, I consider the most important historical antecedent to arguments for tolerance, John Locke’s Letter
Concerning Toleration, as an exemplar of a coherent argument for tolerance. In particular, I note how his view of
right and good grounds and determines his defense of tolerance, and how contemporary secular arguments fail to deal
with it adequately, often detaching his arguments for tolerance from their theological and meta-ethical grounds.
Also, Locke’s argument shows that the notion of truth, so
far from being antithetical to tolerance, is actually necessary
for it. Finally and most importantly, his argument reveals
some of the central ingredients for formulating an intrinsically Christian defense of tolerance.

Tolerance
From the “lit crits” at Harvard Law School to speech
police enforcing political correctness on so many university
campuses, from Waco to Oklahoma City, we are reminded

that the idea of tolerance is a timely one. Alongside the development of a global economy and unprecedented international communication, the reality of plurality, conflict and
fragmentation keeps in check any uncritical optimism about

the future. Tolerance, along with other classically “liberal”
values,

Jay

such

Wesley

as limited

government,

individual

human

Richards is a Ph.D. candidate in theology at

Princeton Theological Seminary.

1 will presuppose the somewhat contentious thesis that
ethical reasoning about right rules, duties, etc. always
presupposes some view of a good end, and vice versa. That is,
in my estimation, any sufficiently complex moral reasoning
will integrate what ethicists call deontological and teleological
components. Of course, this does not prevent an ethical theory
from emphasizing one or the other.

2

rights, religious freedom and a free market,

may be too feeble to combat the onslaught of balkanization.
While capitalism has apparently won the day—at least in
some form-these other commitments of classical liberalism
are not immune to destruction. Tolerance in particular may
be most in danger. The weak secular attempts to defend toierance remind us that its very definition is often misunderstood, particularly when it is wrenched from its philosophical and theological moorings.
As we are considering it here, tolerance conforms nicely
to Webster’s definitions 2a and b: “A sympathy or indulgence for beliefs or practices differing from or conflicting
with one’s own. . . the act of allowing something:

TOLERATION.”?

While toleration concerns the specific act

of tolerating, for our purposes, tolerance and toleration can
be considered synonyms. While beliefs and actions should

The weak secular attempts to defend
tolerance remind us that its very
definition is often misunderstood,
particularly when it is wrenched
from
its
philosophical
and
theological moorings.
be distinguished, they can never be completely separated,
since some correlation exists between acts, beliefs which
Cause or inspire them, and the speech which mediates the
two. Nevertheless, the commitment to tolerance is more
difficult with respect to actions than with beliefs, since actions are more likely to affect the individual or group who
tolerates. While tolerance may be relevant at any level of
human interaction and discourse, we are concerned here with
its relevance for political, cultural, and religious conflicts.
Given in the definition of tolerance is the presence of a
plurality of beliefs/acts existing together in a community or
society, and the conflicts of at least some of these beliefs/acts. Of course, only beliefs of great importance give
rise to the need for tolerance, such as those concerned with
the nature of right actions and good ends, and which answer
questions such as: What is human nature? How ought state
and society be ordered? What is the chief end of man? Who
Ought to be worshipped? What actions are praiseworthy?
Disagreement over the best flavor of ice cream need not inspire an essay on tolerance. Without a plurality of signifi2Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (Springfield,
Mass.:

Merriam-Webster Inc., Pub., 1985), p. 1241.
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cant beliefs and actions, the question of tolerance need not
arise.
Moreover, while one may exercise the virtue of tolerance internally, its relevance to our discussion focuses on

those instances when individuals, states, religious groups,

and other entities possess the power to be intolerant if they
desire?

The lone Buddhist in Zeeland, Michigan does not

tolerate Dutch Calvinists, but rather endures them.

The po-

tential to display tolerance, in this instance, lies with the

Calvinists.
With this definition, we can more clearly see what tolerance is not. It is not an acceptance or concession to beliefs or actions with which one disagrees. This would be to
dissolve tolerance of a belief or act into acceptance of it.
“Every act of tolerating involves an underlying wish that
things were different.”4 Such a desire for agreement, and a
disagreement with some belief or act are necessary components for the presence of tolerance:
Tolerating a religious belief . . . does not involve a
half-hearted acceptance or endurance of the belief in itself, but rather it involves acceptance or endurance of
someone’s holding that belief, that is, of a certain case

REVIEW

plenitude, or even diversity. It is not a smorgasbord. It is a
frustrating empirical fact. It exists as a conglomeration of
individuals and groups who have moral, religious and cultural beliefs, at least some of which are incompatible. Even
when these communities share particular moral ends, they
may hold incompatible beliefs about how to achieve those
ends. In this case it is very difficult to understand how anyone could celebrate pluralism as a good in itself.
With our definition of tolerance in mind, we can now
consider some popular contemporary “secular” arguments for
tolerance. By “secular,” I mean those arguments which
claim, or feign, to be independent of any overarching philosophical or religious views of the right and the good. In
fact, they tend to presume for themselves

a sort of value

neutrality. We consider them because they are common but
uniformly faulty, they all betray some tacit but denied view
of right and good, and, if unchallenged, their frailty may un-

dercut any serious consideration of the necessary grounds for
preserving real tolerance. Although I present these arguments as ideal types, which are simplified and formalized, I
do believe they capture the essence of many otherwise diverse arguments which persist in discussions and defenses of
tolerance.

of believing.>

The Relativist Argument
Similarly, tolerance is not indifference to other beliefs,
which would again be a dissolution of the presence of a conflict inherent in the definition of tolerance.
Nor is it some giddy celebration of diversity and variety.
This mistake clutters much of the discussion about tol-

This argument is flimsy enough that we should not
tarry long over it. As with many relativist arguments, it

erance, and so must be clearly distinguished from it. Even

context, and cannot claim to be true in any universal sense,

the Archbishop of Canterbury, George Carey, contributes to
this confusion:
Differences can be overcome . . . only where they are
recognized as potential enrichments to our society and
life . . . It may start with a genuine liking for Indian
cooking. That may lead to an inquiry about why people
dress as they do; about what goes on in a Hindu temple;
about the lifestyle of these people whose strangeness is
both fascinating and disturbing. People who live in a
monochrome culture need to be made aware of the exciting possibilities, as well as the disturbances to their
settled lifestyle, of a multi-cultural society.®

Not only does this trivialize deep differences of beliefs
their resultant behavior between different groups, it also
solves the real meaning of tolerance.
My fondness
hummus or baklava has no connection to tolerance as we

and
disfor
are

considering it. Praising pluralism as a good in itself exhibits confusion. Pluralism is not the same as, say, variety,

begins with the assertion that all beliefs, religious, moral,

etc. are “relative” to their linguistic, cultural, or conceptual

that is, as applicable to persons or groups in many or all
times and places. This claim is far more radical than the
obvious point that human beings always find themselves
within a particular historical, linguistic, and cultural context. It charges that such particularity prevents the legitimacy-even the possibility—of any universal or absolute

Praising pluralism as a good in itself
exhibits confusion. Pluralism is not
the same as, say, variety, plenitude,
or even diversity. It is not a smorgasbord. It is a frustrating empirical
fact.
claims, which would obtain outside their own context.
While much should be said against this thesis, I consider it

only as a premise for an argument for tolerance.
3fan_

S.

(Cambridge:
4yay
(Toronto:

Markham,

Plurality

and

Ethics

Some contend that this relativist claim can, or even
should be, the basis for a defense of tolerance. Some go so
far as to claim it is the only sufficient basis for toleration,

Tolerance

that tolerance is “possible only if one accepts that there are
no absolute truth claims.”” The premises of this argument

Bellew Pub.,

7See Markham’s discussion of Michael Creuzet’s argument to
this effect in his Toleration and Liberalism, in Markham,

Christian

Cambridge University Press, 1994), 11.
Newman,

Foundations

of

Religious

University of Toronto Press, 1982), 5.

STbid., 8.
6Toleration,” in Many
1992), 10.

Mansions (London:
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may infiltrate the assumptions even of antagonists of the
relativism, who imply that relativism would tend toward
tolerance, if true; but in fact it does not, because relativism
is false.2 So Jay Newman observes: “In a sense—fostering
tolerance involves a kind of ‘desocialization.’ It indirectly
promotes relativism, for once a student has learned to put up
with something, it is much easier for him to go on to re-

REVIEW

(3) There are many differing and contradictory beliefs, moral and otherwise, concerning the right
and the good.
(4) We do not know which is/are correct.
(5) Therefore, we should be tolerant.

spect it.”?
(3) is, of course, an empirical fact which few would

Most simply, the relativist argues thus:!°

want to deny.
(1) There are no absolute,

right beliefs/acts

Plurality in American society is obvious.!4

The depth, intractability, and incommensurability of the disagreements within this plurality are other issues, since plurality in itself does not entail pluralism or relativism. But

or

good ends (Or, there are no universal ethical or
moral claims).

these are concerns beyond the scope of this essay. Let us
grant the truth of (3). Clearly (4) does not follow from (3),

(2) Therefore, we should be tolerant.

and if the argument required this entailment, it would falter
at this point. However, we may grant the conjunction of (3)

Put so baldly, this argument has little to commend
itself. Whether the “we” in (2) is a religious group,
race, culture, governing entity, or otherwise, it does not
follow from (1). Even if (1) were true, it would not en-

and (4) as both correct statements.

(5) would still not fol-

low. For, once again, it is an imperative moral claim, presumably made with universal intent. This argument differs

emerged indelibly from the claim that all moral claims

from the relativist argument because (4), unlike (1), makes
an epistemic, but not an ontological claim.
It does not
deny, and could even affirm, the actual existence of an abso-

are relative. Not only does (2) not follow from (1), it is
inconsistent with it. Because, alas, (2) is a moral claim

absolute.

made with universal intent.!!

noumenal realm, seems to violate its own strictures.

tail (2). (1) cannot serve as the foundation for another
imperative claim of moral import, as if tolerance

lute right or good.

If (1) were true, then (2)

would be false. If (2) were true, (1) would be false. So,
the conjunction of (1) and (2) is self-referentially inco-

(4), however, denies our access to this

Of course

(4), like Kant’s

claims

about

the

Is it

an obvious truth that no one can know this absolute, or that

no one knows it? It is not obvious to me. Moreover, how
would one know that no one has access to such an absolute?

herent, perhaps the most fatal malady for any argument.
It makes it necessarily false. So the relativist argument
for tolerance fails.

The agnosticism of (4) does not accord well with its own

universal claim of epistemic egalitarianism, whereby no one
has such access. But even if true, (3) and (4) do not entail
(5). From (3) to (5), we go from an empirical claim to a

The Pluralist Argument

moral claim, from an is to an ought-one of those no-nos in
moral reasoning. And, once again, (5) not only does not

This argument is more guarded, and it probably represents the more careful intentions of those who offer
the relativist argument.
It also enjoys wide popularity! One could construe George Carey’s argument

follow from (4), but is inconsistent with the truth of (5).
(4) denies the legitimacy of (5). Moreover, one could easily

imagine the observation of plurality and moral agnosticism
giving encouragement to an individual or state for arbitrary

in this way.!? We might state it thus:

brutal enforcement of, say, “state truth,” which simply imposes one view of the right and the good. Such an action
follows as easily from (3) and (4) as does (5).
16ff.
Also, Newman’s
Newman, 57-8.
8Newman,

consideration

of F. C. S. Schiller

in

So the plu-

ralist argument fails.

The Fallibilist Argument

116.

Nbid., 164.

relativist’s

argument seeks to ground an apobservation that human moral
argument has a long history in
employed by John Stuart Mill.'>
One might view Mill’s line of reasoning as the branch of
liberalism descending from Locke that detached liberal ideals
from their theological underpinnings, and attempted to

redefinitions of terms are eccentric, and do not account for the
real nature of such beliefs.

ground them secularly, in Mill’s case, with the idea of utility. However, some clear beliefs about the nature of truth

10o¢ course, the nuanced relativist may insist that there are
rights and goods, but that they are relative to their context, and
have no universal applicability.
But anyone can play a
definition game. I am relying on the intuition that most high
level ethical beliefs which individuals actually hold are held
with (at least some) universal

intent,

and

that

the

1 1The term is from Michael Polanyi.

A still more plausible
peal for tolerance in the
judgment is fallible. This
liberal thought, effectively

and moral conviction make his fallibilist argument for tolerance more useful than the barer contemporary secular falli-

12Se¢ introduction by Isaiah Berlin to John Stuart Mill, On

Liberty and Utilitarianism (New York:
p. XVili-Xix.
1 3Carey, 10ff.
4

Alfred A. Knopf, 1992),
14 See Markham on Plurality, 9, 56.

ISMill, 19, 21-22.
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The latter might go as follows:

(6) There is/are a right and a good (Or, there are

absolute ethical principles and universal end or
ends).

(7) They can be known.

ular commitment is inadequate to ground a defense of tolerance. This is exactly the admission with which we are
concermed.
(9) might follow from (8), if we introduce another
premise, not derived from (6), (7), or (8), something like:

(10)

(8) In any particular instance, we might be mistaken about the relevant right or good, or its
applicability.

REVIEW

Unless one is compelled to a take a particular
choice by necessity of time or circumstance,
if one might be mistaken about the right or
good in some instance, one should tolerate
the relevant opposing beliefs or acts of an-

other.!®
(9) Therefore, we should be tolerant of opposing
views or actions.

With the admission of (10) we are right back to a discussion of moral reasoning, of the merits of different views

This argument has more bite than the previous two.
Nevertheless, in this form, it is faulty. The crucial step is
from (8) to (9). (6) makes the positive ontological claim
that some true right or good exists [contra (1)]. (7) makes

the positive epistemic claim of the epistemic accessibility of

In the moral sphere, specific judgments and actions must be made, and

any action will exclude, and not tolerate, its opposite.
this right or good [contra (4)]. (8) adds the premise of fallibility. But, even granting the truth of (6), (7), and (8), they
do not entail (9). Just because I might be mistaken about
the right course of action in some instance does not mean I
am obliged to tolerate the action of another, particularly if I

find that action repugnant or obviously wrong.
Also, in the moral sphere, specific judgments and actions must be made, and any action will exclude, and not

tolerate, its opposite. Consider two physicians, one who
believes heart surgery must immediately be performed if a
patient P is to survive, the other who believes the patient

must rest for 2-3 weeks before surgery is performed.

They

cannot choose both of these options, and assuming for the

sake of argument that no other option is available, they will
inevitably choose one. So the fallibility argument does not
work as a practical principle for moral decision-making.
Moreover, on strictly logical terms, there is a gap between the empirical observation of fallibility in 8, and the
moral imperative in (9). Once again, we have a leap from
an is to an ought. So as it stands, the fallibility argument
fails.
However, this argument has a certain intuitive ring of

truth to it. Can it be patched up in some way?
make it valid, we need an additional premise.

Yes, but to

of right and good. We are forced to the question of why (10)
is a right statement, of how we might qualify it (since
everything obviously cannot be tolerated, short of anarchy).
This forces the admission that tolerance, since qualified, derives its meaning from a broader context, and so, is limited.
In short, a premise like (10) exposes the inadequacy of appeals to tolerance which are detached from some view of the
right and the good.
Mill’s argument is an example of a valid fallibilist argument for tolerance (even if it were unsound because of a
false premise). Mill believed versions of (6), (7), and (8).

He also believed in the value of the freedom of individual
conscience, and that human fallibility was likely to be corrected by experience and discussion.!7
Most simply, he
thought that an arrival at truth was a desirable good, and he
believed (like Plato) that dialogue and relative tolerance of
opposing views, when feasible, was the right means for attaining truth. Whether or not he was correct, his fallibilist
argument for tolerance makes sense in a way (6) - (9) do not.

Mill also believed “a strong barrier of moral conviction”!®
was need to promote tolerance, a belief we return to below,

after noting a final secular argument for tolerance.

The Indifferentist Argument
This argument insists—usually circuitously-that a
growing indifference to particular views of the right and the
good promotes tolerance. It states that there is a correlation
between an increase in indifference or apathy concerning absolute visions (or grand meta-narratives, or a universal right,
et al.) and an increase in tolerance. Unfortunately, this argument is usually accompanied by vague historical references to religious wars—such as the Thirty Years War—as
foils for tolerance, alongside a modern decrease in strong religious beliefs in the West, as evidence of an increase of tolerance. While these points are subject to debate-I think they
are simplistic and distorting—our concern here is with the

Unfortunately

for the secularist, the additional premise will have the effect
of betraying the fact that, to be valid, the fallibilist argument must explicitly commit to some view of the right
and/or the good, and must give that view a status of relative
certainty, if it is to guide belief and action. But, to do this,
the secularist must abandon the key secular plank of
avoiding an appeal to any particular right or good in defending tolerance. This is a de facto admission that this sec-

160f course there are premises stronger than this one
which would do as well.
For instance, perhaps one should
sometimes be tolerant of others’ beliefs or actions even when
one is quite sure they are wrong. But we shall be satisfied with
the more modest (10), since it suffices.

17tbid., 11, 21-22, 19.

18}pid., 17.
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logical strength of the argument.
While examples of this argument are common
enough,!? it is part of the secularist lore, and so is often
presupposed rather than explicitly defended. Forms of argument differ. For brevity, we might accurately reduce it to a
single hidden assumption:

violate the beliefs or lives of others.?!
One might suppose (13) to be a description of a right
act that applies to everyone, everywhere-universally. But
surely believing (13) with certainty is more likely to promote tolerance than, say,
(14)

(11)

If one is indifferent to any particular view of the
right and the good, one will tend to be tolerant.

(11) may be thought to obtain for a society or culture as
a whole. The defender of this thesis may paint a picture of
intolerant Puritans of 1692 Salem, and contrast it with
images of an easy-going agnostic Dead head. While this
may be extreme, the connection between tolerance and indifference is an undeniable part of the contemporary secularist

narrative.2°
As with our other secularist proposals, (11) is -flawed.

REVIEW

I do not know any absolute right or good.
Therefore, I am ethically free, and will exercise as
much control over others as I can acquire.

Also, even if certainty did promote intolerance, as in
(12), it would not follow that indifference promoted tolerance, as in (11). The point of all this is to make clear that

certainty of belief in a right or a good, or a lack thereof, is
not the cause of tolerance or intolerance. Rather, the relevant question is: Which beliefs about the right and the good
are more likely to contribute to tolerance, and which are not?
Or, from a different angle: What would need to be true for

Once again, given our definition of tolerance, indifference is
not even compatible with tolerance, let alone entailing it.

tolerance to be grounded or justified?

To tolerate an act or statement of belief, I must disagree

are some of the most relevant questions concerning tol-

with it (see definition of tolerance above). There must be a
conflict between my belief and another, in order for me to
tolerate it. If I am indifferent on some relevant matter, such
as the education of one’s children, there can be no act or be-

erance, then we should consider all the previous secular ar-

lief in that area susceptible to my tolerance.
Moreover, individual or societal indifference, so far from
fostering tolerance, may allow rapacious intolerance. While
the entire German population was not responsible for Nazi
atrocities, the houses across the street from Dachau are a reminder that wide-spread indifference may serve as a de facto
license for murder.
The mirror image to (11) is an assumption which seems
to underlie all the secular arguments we have considered,
namely:
(12)

If an individual or society believes he/they
know(s) the right or the good, that individual or

Or:

Jf tolerance is a

virtue, or tolerant acts are right, then what is true?

If these

guments, which attempt to avoid these questions, as clutter
and unnecessary obfuscation.
No doubt many advocates of the secular arguments presuppose some belief of right such as (13) to be true. It motivates their desire to defend tolerance. But all these arguments are faulty, and some, such as (1) and (4), deny the

very legitimacy of holding a belief such as (13). So we
could hardly expect them to support a case for (13), or something like it. Having considered these arguments, we can
now more adequately explicate a particular defense of tolerance, one more successful than these: John Locke’s Letter
Concerning Toleration. Whether or not its argument is correct, it is easily superior to many contemporary arguments
for tolerance. And as the primary Western antecedent to the
notion of tolerance, explication of it may serve to re-anchor
the discussion of tolerance in the text whence it came.

society will tend to be intolerant.

John Locke’s Letter Concerning
Toleration

In fact (12) may be the actual assumption underlying
much of the rhetoric for indifference. Surely something like
(11) or (12) underlies the reasoning for “values clarification”

in American public schools, whose defenders assume that
“relativizing” the moral and religious beliefs of children will
generally promote tolerance. Unfortunately, there is little
reason to think (12) is true.

Counter-examples are easy to imagine. One might believe, with absolute certainty, something akin to:
(13)

It is right to honor all persons (as children of
God) and thus to tolerate the political, religious,
and moral beliefs of others whenever they do not

1 Npid. Mill avails himself of it, 11. See also Markham,
13; Arvind Sharma, “Truth and Tolerance: Christian, Buddhist,
and Hindu Perspectives,” Truth and Tolerance: Papers from the
1989 International Symposium on Truth and Tolerance, Ed. by
E. J. Furcha (Montreal: McGill University, 1990), 115.

20Markham, 1 Iff.

As an exemplar, Locke’s Letter Concerning Toleration
serves to make several important points.
We consider
Locke’s argument here for the formal features which it exhibits, rather than the specific content. In this way I aspire
to uncover some of the conditions for most any cogent argument for tolerance. Any stable and coherent contemporary
appeal for tolerance will include some necessary components, including:

1.

The meaning of tolerance is limited by the broader
view of good and right which grounds and justifies
it.

2.

Some very specific views are necessary to justify
tolerance, and many are clearly incompatible with
it.

211 owe this way of putting (13) to Max Stackhouse.
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Any such justifying view must be held as fue to
In our age of severe plurality, such views can no
longer be presupposed, assuming common assent;

versal applicability; but they cannot be detached from the
particular presuppositions from which they are derived,
without detaching them from their conceptual, ethical and
theological meaning and justification.
Scholars generally recognize Locke’s reliance on theistic

rather, they must be defended as true if tolerance is

and Christian beliefs; but they often underestimate their im-

to survive.

portance, because a crucial element of Locke’s project is to
de-emphasize particular ecclesiastical beliefs and practices.
He is critical of the unmitigated zeal of different religious
sects (14). In his Essay Concerning Human Understanding,

have any real force or stability.
4.

5.

REVIEW

Truth, so far from

fomenting

intolerance,

is ac-

tually the necessary basis for an appeal to tolerance.

he treats Enthusiasm very critically, which he identifies with

Locke wrote the Letter in Holland in 1685 as Epistola
de Tolerantia; William Popple translated it into English in
1689. It might be considered “the theoretical counterpart of

natural revelation, which is accessible to all.?5

[Britain’s] Toleration Act of 1689.22
It concerns most
specifically the tolerance of Protestant sects and Dissenters

Moreover, his criticism of enthusiasm has many of the
familiar marks of the later Enlightenment, evidentialist criti-

other than the Church of England, and argues for peaceful
coexistence. Although the Letter has a very specific historical context, its arguments appeal to principles held with
universal intent, making it worthy of consideration in a different time and place. Nevertheless, some of its specificity
is intrinsic to his case, and cannot be removed without destroying his argument. “Secular” appropriations tend to remove it from its presuppositions, whereas we will focus on
them.

cism of the traditional Christian understanding of revelation.
This criticism came to full fruition in W. K. Clifford’s dictum that it is always wrong, everywhere, to believe any-

Its Christian Shape
Locke threads several important themes throughout the
Letter. First is his use of biblical and Christian language.
He opens with his “thoughts about the mutual toleration of
Christians” by proclaiming: “I esteem that toleration to be
the chief characteristic

mark

of the true

church”

(13).

Biblical quotes pepper the text (13, 14, 15, 21, 43, et al.),
and biblical themes are common throughout (16, 18, 22, 4244, 61). Of course, since his concern is religious toleration,

he would likely appropriate the common British religious
source, even if it were not essential to his case. But Locke’s
appeals are not merely illustrative. Christ as the Prince of
Peace is the model of toleration, who uses persuasion, not

force, to proclaim the Gospel (16). While explicit appeals
to Scripture are important, the nature of his principles for
toleration reveals more clearly his dependence on a broadly
“Christian” Weltanschauung.
Locke uses a generally Christian and Protestant set of
criteria, and these criteria “bracket” and limit the scope of his

argument (61).23 This does not necessarily mean that all his
arguments are “relative” to a Protestant context, since Locke

no doubt held the principles to which he appeals with universal intent. The arguments may have a broader, even uni-

22Patrick Romanell, “Introduction,” in John Locke, A
Letter Concerning Toleration (New York: Macmillan Pub. Co.,
1950), 5.
All references to Locke’s text will be given
parenthetically in the body of the paper.
23yames Tully, “Toleration, Skepticism and Rights: John
Locke and Religious Toleration,” Truth and Tolerance: Papers
from the 1989 International Symposium
on Truth and
Tolerance, ed. by E. J. Furcha (Montreal:
McGill University,
1990), 14.

sects and individuals who improperly substitute special revelation for reason.24 In contrast he understands reason as

thing on insufficient evidence, and that certainty of belief
should never exceed the evidence for that belief (for

“evidence” read: commonly accessible empirical evidence).
Logical positivism also evinced this commitment by attempting to reduce scientific theories to statements of observation data. Needless to say, these developments were very
hostile to Christian belief, and Christians should welcome
their demise.
However, these later appropriations should not prevent
us from noticing that reason, as Locke uses it, is a far more
inclusive notion than most modern evidentialists would allow. Rightly or wrongly, he puts the virtual core of essential Christian beliefs under the deliverances of reason, relegating to the realm of “opinion” only those differences between British Protestant communions (14-15, 31, 45). His
apologetic for Christianity,
The Reasonableness
of
Christianity,

takes

the biblical

which reason has to deal.?®

witness

as a given with

For this reason, his arguments

are no doubt unconvincing to the modern
seems to take as given the very thing the
at issue. His trust of the biblical witness,
to interpret it correctly, looks essentially

skeptic, since he
skeptic considers
and of his ability
fideistic and even

fundamentalist to much modern sentiment.

So, while Locke

draws a problematically sharp line-in “modern” fashion—between faith and reason, he draws it in a different place than
later moderns, including under reason much that others
would later relegate to faith. Locke wrote with the belief
that individuals could know the essentials of the faith with

certainty,?” but that the divisive and peripheral elements of
the various sects needed to be placed in the realm of opinion
and faith.
Although much could—and should—be said about his
faith/reason dichotomy, for our concerns we should note

24edited by Peter H. Nidditch (Oxford:
1979), Bk. IV, Chap. XIX, § 3, p. 698.

Clarendon

Press,

2Stbid., § 4, p. 698.
26Edited by George
Regnery Gateway, 1965).

27Tully, 14-15.
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how the location of the division between these two informs
his argumentative strategy for toleration. In arguing against
divisive elements of beliefs and actions between different
Christian communions, he relegates what he takes to be
inessential elements of those communions to the periphery
(“ceremonies, or . . . the establishment of opinions, which
for the most part are about nice and intricate matters that exceed the capacity of ordinary understandings,” 15), and emphasizes those elements he believes are held in common by
these groups. He apparently agrees with Grotius that “there
is a ‘minimal core’ of Christian beliefs on which all

Europeans agree.”2® And virtually all of his arguments for
tolerance rest on this assumption. He appeals to Christian
conscience against persecution, torment, and killing upon
pretense of religion (14); he emphasizes ethics and essential
doctrines over “ceremony” and styles of worship (15); he
points to Christ’s example of persuasion over force in the
spreading of the Gospel (16), notes the impossibility of
compelling belief by external force, and the necessity of real
assent and conviction for the salvation of the individual
(“true and saving religion consists in the inward persuasion
of the mind, without which nothing can be acceptable to
God,” 18). He illustrates the difference between the

essen-

tial, commonly-held core over the inessential variables with
the metaphor of a road, around which there are “several paths
that are in the same road,” along which each chooses “to
walk in which seems to be the straightest and cleanest” (301). There is still one road, though various “briars or
precipices” mark the paths around it.
These are the
troubling particularities of different Protestant groups which
have a propensity to divide: “I say they are suchlike things
as these which breed implacable enmities amongst Christian
brethren, who are all agreed in the substantial and truly fundamental part of religion” (31). Truly to understand toleration, he is convinced that “every church” should clearly distinguish “the outward form and rites of worship, and the doctrines and articles of faith” (35). Every legitimate distinction between the essential and inessential will finally be
based in “the express words of Scripture” (60). Scripture,
and not vain innovations, determines what is fundamental to
the faith: “I cannot but wonder at the extravagant arrogance
of those men who think that they themselves can explain
things necessary to salvation more clearly than the Holy
Ghost, the eternal and infinite wisdom of God” (61).

And,

in intractable conflicts between the people and the magistrate, in the end, God alone will be the Judge (49). Surely
no one can doubt that this argumentation reveals a Locke
who is thoroughly Protestant; and as an “internal” Christian

appeal, it is perfectly reasonable.

So, one’s evaluation of

Locke’s faith/reason dichotomy and his demotion of the
portance of the diverse aspects of Protestant sects, will
imbalanced if it does not take account of his promotion
other common Christian elements which he considered
sential. We will consider this strategy below.

Freedom

and

imbe
of
es-

Conscience

Another crucial aspect of his appeal to toleration is his

28Ibid., 15.

REVIEW

view of the individual, particularly the importance of the individual conscience. As noted, Locke considers the conviction of the Gospel’s truth by the individual as central to salvation (34, 35, 38, 46-47, 18), which can come only by
persuasion and not compulsion (16, 46-47). Moreover, a

significant degree of liberty must be present for the individual conscience to have true integrity (36). Since the salvation of souls (as he puts it) is a good, there needs to be a

right order of society which allows for integrity of conscience, which

is needed

for persuasion

and

conviction,

which is needed for salvation. The role of the right and the
good in Locke’s appeal for tolerance is apparent in his understanding of the individual conscience, and his understanding of the individual and her conscience is essentially

informed by a broadly biblical anthropology. A view of the

individual and her sovereignty over her beliefs?? is a key
mark of secular liberalism, and in an absolutized form leads

to a sort of libertarian individual deification?® which compromises divine sovereignty. However, this does not negate
the fact that one of the primary sources of this high view of
individual conscience is the Christian tradition. And Locke
calls on this tradition. Secularism’s detachment of this view
from its theological moorings is the fault of secularism, not
of the view itself. In fact, we might be skeptical of the
“staying power” of such a view detached from its justification. In recent days it has been the subject of withering attacks. Theoretical reductions of the individual to her social,

linguistic, cultural, economic, or biological aspects continue
to threaten it in the West, particularly in the academy; such
reductions are usually quite inhospitable to this view of the
individual. If this view is to survive, it will not do so as a
sphere, floating in deep space, untethered from its proper orbit.

Religious

Wars

Besides the specifically Christian elements in Locke’s
argument, he is clearly aware of the “empirical” facts of
Europe’s religious wars, and Britain’s conflicts in particular |
(e.g., 33-4). He judges that these conflicts were more the
result of greed, lust for power and intolerance by political
leaders in the guise of religion, rather than intrinsically
Christian, religious beliefs themselves (41, 57).

While the

causes of these conflicts probably include political, social,
economic and religious components, we should not underestimate the power of empirical realities of religious intolerance to encourage a plumbing of the depths of theological
sources to help prevent the evils of such intolerance. In
fact, while there are latent arguments in earlier sources for
tolerance, and implicit support for it in many biblical
themes, an argument such as Locke’s is a fairly recent development, historically speaking. It might not be unfair to
judge that Locke’s argument arose from an intersection of
tacit religious and philosophical convictions amd the a
posteriori insights following the scourge of religious conflict. This would account both for the relatively recent

29See also Tully, 15-18.
304 tendency we find already in Mill: “Over himself, his
own body and mind, the individual is sovereign,” 17.
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emergence of arguments for tolerance, as well as the location
of their emergence in a Western and “Christian” context.
One or the other of these facts may not have been sufficient
to attain a sustained defense of tolerance. Because of this interaction of forces, tolerance might be fairly deemed an insight of “modernity,” which nevertheless would probably
not have arisen without the influence of a broadly Christian
milieu, and which may not be capable of survival outside
that milieu.2!

The mere fact of intolerance, without ade-

quate theological resources, might not have sufficed to give
rise to an argument such as Locke’s.

of Realms

Another factor crucial to Locke’s case is the strong divisions he makes, such as those between public and private
domains, faith and reason, sin and crime, and church and

state. They roughly follow the more basic anthropological
dualism of body and soul, an element in Locke which does

not endear him to many modern defenders of tolerance. His
dualisms ae too sharply drawn in my view, and the places

where

he separates

them

are

He jumbles heaven and earth together, the things most
remote and opposite, who mixes these two societies,
which are in their original, end, business, and in every-

thing perfectly distinct and infinitely different from each
other (27).

He is repetitive in his assertion that the “only business
of the Church is the salvation of souls” (36; also, 58), and it
is to this that the true church attends. Although this strict

division raises many questions and problems, we should not

Of course, the histori-

cal case for these claims is far more difficult to make than
the modest logical claim we are making here.

Separation

REVIEW

often

very

debatable.>?

Nevertheless, some distinctions like the ones he makes are

Tolerance might be fairly deemed an
insight of “modernity,” which nevertheless would probably not have
arisen without the influence of a
broadly Christian milieu, and which
may not be capable of survival outside that milieu.
underestimate this delineation of roles for the case for tolerance as a means of mediating disputes between sects, since
religious wars and persecution were probably inevitable as

probably necessary for a realistic and resilient defense of tolerance. We have already noted his division of faith and reason. Another significant distinction he makes is between
church and state. Conflict between them should be avoided
by partitioning their legitimate realms of concern and competence: “I esteem it above all things necessary to distinguish exactly the business of civil government from that of

tations of the Christian religion, and (3) each believed it was

religion, and to settle the just bounds that lie between one
and the other” (17). The concerns of the state are the “civil
interests” of “life, liberty, health, and indolency of body; and
the possession of outward things, such as money, lands,
houses furniture, and the like.” A commonwealth is “a so-

prochement would be sustained by a simple church/state
compartmentalization. He knew that ethical beliefs affected
moral actions, and actions have an inward and outward aspect

ciety of men constituted only for the procuring, preserving,
and advancing their own civil interests’(17). Much more is

said elsewhere on Locke’s theory of the state.33 We should
notice here that the state, while necessary and purposeful,
exists for the purpose of the individuals, families, and
groups within it, is relativized by natural law which “right
reason” beholds, and by a civil society which precedes it.
The modern notion of limited government draws its life
blood from these distinctions, which all statist totalitarianisms deny.
The church, on the other hand, “is a thing absolutely

separate and distinct from the commonwealth”:
The boundaries of both sides are fixed and immovable.
3 Markham puts the matter more strongly than I think is
warranted, although his point is essentially the same as mine:
“Christianity needed secularism to learn the lesson of
tolerance,” 57.
32] also bristle at his tendencies toward

long as (1) there was a plurality of communions,

the duty of the political authorities to compel and enforce

these particular beliefs.3*4 Locke separated (2) from (3),
making some degree of tolerance possible.
Of course, Locke was not so naive as to believe a rap-

(460). Insofar as this is true, much of morality would over-

lap the domain of both church and state. As with the treatment of faith and reason, he softens and mediates the strong
church/state dichotomy by the realm of natural law which
informs morality and is accessible to reason. This requires
further distinctions. While both church and state are concerned with morality, the church is concerned with outward
acts and inward effects as sin, whereas the state is concerned
only with outward acts as crime (42).

but

Moreover, Jesus himself made the distinction between

B.

an

earthly and heavenly kingdoms (42-43).
Punishment by the magistrate, on the other hand, does
not deal with sin, but with the “public good” as “the rule
This also leads to a

distinction between public and private, the church generally

this scruple is not particularly relevant here.
33The Second Treatise of Government, ed. by C.
Macpherson (Indianapolis: Hackett Pub. Co., 1980).

Some sinful acts will

also be criminal, but not all. The state punishes only those
which are criminal. Locke has some support for this distinction from Scripture, particularly the Old Testament.
Under Mosaic law, severe punishment might be inflicted on
someone under the covenant of Israel, while the same provision would not apply to a foreigner. A Jew who quit the
worship of God was treated differently than a lifelong pagan.

and measure of all lawmaking” (36).
nominalism,

(2) each

sect believed their particularities were the only true manifes-

347ully, 28.
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concerned with the latter, and the state with the former (24,
27, 45, 39). Once again, Locke is able to rely on a deeper

underlying agreement on what the public good should be, so
that no one would suppose any heinous act would be permitted either in public, private, or in a “religious assembly”
(39). But the state bears the sword, the church exhorts, ad-

monishes, and advises (23). Importantly, this division provides a check over the potentially absolute and oppressive
power of the state (40, 48-49).

As might be expected, since a specific view of the right
and good informs his definition and value of tolerance, it

also limits it. For Locke, tolerance has very clear limits.?>
As noted, he has in mind in his letter only the various

Protestant

groups

in England

at

the

time,

including

“Presbyterians,
Independents,
Anabaptists,
Arminians,
Quakers, and others” (56). To modern minds, this appears a

fairly specific and parochial concern.
speculates:

However,

he also

Nay, if we openly speak the truth, and as becomes one
man to another, neither pagan nor Mahometan nor Jew
ought to be excluded from the civil rights of the commonwealth because of his religion. The Gospel commands no such thing. The church which “judgeth not
those that are without” [I Cor. 5:12, 13] wants it not.
And the commonwealth, which embraces indifferently
all men that are honest, peaceable, and industrious, requires it not (56-7).

Nevertheless, tolerance has distinct limits.
the magistrate should not tolerate:

He argues

REVIEW

and destroy religion can have no pretense of religion
whereupon to challenge the privilege of a toleration (52,
emphasis added).

Religion for Locke is the basis both of an argument for, and
an argument against tolerance. The atheist loses on both
counts!
This is certainly a belief at odds with the convictions of
most secular defenders of tolerance, who tend to think religion is usually, if not always, the basis for intolerance, and
that (methodological or theoretical) atheism is the proper
ground for tolerance. Our earlier treatment of secular arguments, however, gives us reason to suspect that Locke is
closer to the truth on this point than his modern secular
counterparts.

Some

Requirements for a Defense of
Tolerance

While we might say many things in both defense and
criticism of Locke’s Letter, I believe it serves as an excellent
exemplar of an argument for tolerance, and contains many of
the necessary components for such an argument which the

One must presuppose truth’s potential accessibility if the (tiresomely
common) appeal to dialogue is to
carry any force.

(1) those who undermine

civil society (but not necessarily the state) by words or
deeds; (2) the intolerant, who seek to “arrogate to themselves

and to those of their own sect” the task of defining and en

Religion for Locke is the basis both of
an argument for, and an argument
against tolerance. The atheist loses
on both counts!

previously-considered secular arguments lack. It also betrays
some continuing problems that seem to inhere in defenses of
tolerance in particular, and in the human condition in
general.
First, Locke’s argument rests on presuppositions
which-true or false—give support to tolerance as he defines
it. The individual conscience and its value, Christian com-

passion, a divinely-instilled natural law which has some
necessary accessibility as a common source of appeal, the
limited role of church and state (particularly in their institutional forms), evidence

forcing civil society (50); those serving a foreign power
(his example is a “Mahometan,” although it is usually believed this stands for Roman Catholics) (51-2);3° and (4)
atheists (whose “promises, covenants, and oaths, which are

the bonds of human society” could not be trusted) (52).37
Interestingly, it is on this point that Locke is most explicit
in his awareness that religious beliefs are the very basis of
tolerance. So he argues against tolerance for the atheist:
The taking away of God, but even in thought, dissolves
all; besides also, those that by their atheism undermine

354 point he also makes
111, § 18.
3 6Romanell,

371pid.
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10.

in the Essay, Book

IV, Chap.

of intolerance

and its effects, all

serve to bolster his case. Obviously one could negotiate
these points in different ways, but as supporting presuppositions, they are essential.
Any argument without a part
which serves this supporting function should be rejected
(recall the tendency of the relativist and pluralist arguments
to implode).
Second, since supporting presuppositions are necessary,
some view of truth is unavoidable. So far from being the
source of intolerance, only some view of the right and good—

conducive to tolerance—which is held as true, can suffice.
On this point the secularist’s arguments are the most insidious, for, as we have seen, even the more moderate falli-

bilist argument requires the possible attainment of truth to
make it cogent. Ian Markham notes that the secularist argument “was always a dangerous argument because, as
Nietzsche showed, a commitment to the truth is the only de-

cisive reason for insisting that intolerant forms of racism or

THE PRINCETON
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Both Mill>? and Locke

(25) include fallibilism and truth in their arguments. One
must presuppose truth’s potential accessibility if the
(tiresomely common) appeal to dialogue is to carry any
force. Of course, this implies some form of moral realism—
both epistemic and ontological. Locke’s defense has this in
God, Scripture, natural law, and reason.

Secularist

argu-

ments increase in strength as the presence of this realism is
a part of their defense.
Some theorists are willing to admit the pragmatic need for
members of a society to act as if there were some right and
good to which they should conform.

And in fact, there are

good arguments for the utility of particular beliefs for
promoting tolerance.4°
Tocqueville was convinced that
America’s limited government worked because of the
“mores” of the American citizenry—which were traditionally
Christian—-even though he did not think such beliefs were

finally suitable for free, democratic societies in general.*!
Pierre Manent saw a weakness in Tocqueville’s view, because Manent thought religion and religious beliefs would
not have politically useful effects if people did not think
those beliefs were true.42 For this reason, we should be
skeptical of arguments which promote particular religious
beliefs only because they would promote tolerance, irrespective of actual conviction of the truth of those beliefs. This
implies that a utilitarianism such as Mill’s—which attempts
to define the good as utility, happiness, etc.—is similarly unstable, since notions like “harm” and “happiness” are defined
differently depending on one’s views of right and good.4?
So utility cannot circumvent the question of truth.
Also, insofar as views of the right and good are em-

bedded in religious views, and some such view is a necessary
component for an argument for tolerance, we should be sus-

picious of “secular” attempts to dissolve, in the name of tolerance, the rational and cognitive elements of such religious
views into a more generic or inclusive category, such as the
“numinous reality” or some such thing.44 Such a project is
_ founded on the faulty assumption that ethical or religious

REVIEW

Finally, an argument for tolerance, since it will rest on
particular beliefs of the right and the good, will be “limited”
by those beliefs. This does not mean that such a view of
tolerance is merely “relative,” but that any meaningful defense of tolerance will include an identification of what cannot be tolerated.

“Tolerance”

is not a self-evident,

self-

grounding concept which contains within itself its meaning
and justification. Quite the contrary, tolerance depends on
particular ideas, and its realization societally and historically
has distinct “structural preconditions” which must be met.*°
Out of context, the maxim “Judge not, that you be not
judged” is a formula for anarchy.
Although we are concerned here with the formal ingredients for an argument for tolerance, and not with the defense
of Locke’s, or any other, argument for tolerance, we cannot

Surely the greater the degree of plurality of ethical and religious views
in a society, the more difficult moral
reasoning becomes, and the more
likely becomes the necessary use of
raw force.
avoid some of the specific problems of content which beset
Locke’s argument, if only because such problems may be
endemic to every defense of tolerance.
Most obvious is the defense of some view of the right
and the good. Locke had the luxury of being able to appeal
to the tacitly and commonly held, generally Christian or theistic beliefs of seventeenth century Britain, which subtended
the otherwise diverse practices and beliefs of the Protestant
sects. Of course, Locke not only presupposed these tacit beliefs (e.g., the value of the individual and his conscience,

Christian theism, authority of Scripture, belief that a right

“absolutism” is the necessary and sufficient cause of intol-

and good exist), he tended to treat them as the self-evident or

erance,4> which, as we have seen, is false. Some absolutist
beliefs lend themselves to intolerance, some to tolerance.

at least as clear deliverances of reason. Because of this, he
was optimistic about the ability of “church-state conflicts”
to “be resolved by reference to moral arguments.”47 But this
requires some source of appeal which enjoys common assent. That source is far less obvious in a modern society
which contains large numbers of Marxists, agnostic Jews,

38Markham, 135.
3%pid., 50.

Shi’ite Muslims,

40mill, 17. Also, Sanford Kessler in Tocqueville’s Civil
Religion (New York:
State University of New York Press,
1994) thinks Richard John Neuhaus makes a good case for
“functionalism” in The Naked Public Square (Kessler, 15).

4lfbid., 42, 67.
42Ibid., 181-2.
43yjohn Horton, “Toleration, Morality and Harm,” Aspects
of Toleration, ed. by J. Horton and Susan Mendus (London:
Methuen,

1985),

Catholics,

atheists, and

ni-

cieties (which we have seen cannot ground tolerance) lead to

115.

44 Gustav Mensching attempts this strategy in Tolerance
and Truth in Religion, translated by H.J. Klimkeit (University:
University of Alabama Press, 1971), 134-48.

451 48-55.

Protestants,

hilists. Amidst such plurality, what does moral reasoning
look like? And even if some principle or goal enjoyed sufficient consensus in such diversity, is it likely to be broad
enough to ground principles that protect a policy of tolerance? I doubt it. Surely the greater the degree of plurality
of ethical and religious views in a society, the more difficult
moral reasoning becomes, and the more likely becomes the
necessary use of raw force. In fact, much evidence indicates
that the secularizing tendencies of contemporary Western so-

46James Davison Hunter, Culture Wars (New York:
Books, 1991), 155-6.
47Newman,

Basic

139.
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a bitter end in a nihilistic rejection of all moral reasoning

and an embrace of “the inevitability of raw force.’48
Ironically, at a time when the strength of Marxist totalitarianism is virtually spent, and capitalism appears to be the
global wave of the future, the secular justification of
“liberal” values is appearing most obviously inadequate.
The limp-wristed showing of advocates for “free speech” on
American university campuses in the face of political correctness serves as more evidence that secularism is a flimsy
sword for defending any robust form of liberalism. So what
is acontemporary defender of tolerance to do?
Although secularists may not have a prayer in this regard, Christians should consider this dilemma a unique
apologetic opportunity.
Why?
Because some specific
Christian beliefs commend a type of tolerance as a desirable
social and political goal, including: (1) the value of the individual, conscience, and moral agency, (2) the insufficiency

and impropriety of force to alter sincerely-held beliefs, (3)
our location between the times, when the Kingdom is not
fully established, (4) avoidance of power concentration because of human fallenness, and (5) the use of force only as a

last resort.4? In fact, in light of this analysis, I suspect the
very survival of religious tolerance in the United States is
probably due
are relatively
tolerance, in
Contrary to

to the actual beliefs of most Americans, which
compatible with some Lockean-like view of
spite of the secular inability to justify it.
elite fear, most American “fundamentalists”

share views similar to Locke’s with regard to tolerance, and

consistently oppose

religious intolerance.*®

Moreover,

evangelical Christianity adopted a view of the individual
conscience very similar to Locke’s, which may reflect his
influence. While there are obvious tensions here, such data
confirm my suspicion that classically “liberal” values such
as tolerance rest on quite specific and “conservative” ethical
and theological grounds. I have no doubt tolerance is in
better hands with Michael Novak and William Bennett than
with Richard Rorty or John Rawls.
But this takes us farther afield than the competence of
this argument. I suggest the strategy of a Christian defender
of tolerance should be to encourage Christians, defend the
truth of Christian beliefs relevant to tolerance, and seek to
persuade others of the truth of the Gospel. Whether or not
elements of Christianity or theism are the only basis for a
stable defense of tolerance, they are clearly more compatible
with this value than are the secular defenses considered here.
My intuition is that a society conducive to some form of
tolerance could be sustained on_ broader-than-Protestant
48ipid., 139. On “secular intolerance,” see Hunter, 148,
153-58.
For nihilistic trends among the academic left, see
Allan Bloom, The Closing of the American Mind (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1987), 217-27, 313-35.

490 course, I do not think every belief held by Christians
historically is compatible with tolerance. But I do not consider
any of these to be essential Christian beliefs. Also, I am not
arguing that Christian beliefs are the only ones which could
sustain a cogent defense for tolerance.

However,

these beliefs

are in fact—historically—the ones to which Locke appealed; and I
believe they are the right ones.

5OMarkham, 119.
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terms, as Locke at least implies. Perhaps a general theistic
consensus is enough, although I am venturing a mere guess.
I think pantheism and atheism—as general world views—are
almost certainly incompatible with tolerance as we have here
defined it; but proving this would require another essay.
This judgment stems only from a consideration of the internal logic of beliefs relevant to tolerance. The intolerance of
any individual atheist or the tolerance of any theist does not
follow from this judgment, since few individuals exercise
consistency with their basic beliefs. However, I am convinced that, over time, the internal logic of ideas does work

itself out culturally and historically.

The fact that there are

Christians with totalitarian tendencies does not in itself
show that the essence of Christian beliefs or practice is totalitarian. One might argue that such Christians are just
hypocritical. The intolerant nihilist on the other hand might
enjoy consistency of belief.
Nevertheless, the Christian theist can quite consistently
seek to convert while being open to dialogue with others. A
belief in common grace even allows the Christian to concede
“the possibility that there may be truth in other perspectives

that disagree.”>! Moreover, the Christian need not be committed to denying true insights from other religious perspectives, but only to denying ideas which contradict essential

Out of context, the maxim “Judge not,

that you be not judged” is a formula
for anarchy.
Christian beliefs. Of course, the secularist might accuse my
appeal to conversion—as a protection for tolerance-of itself
being intolerant; but Ido not feel any impulse to adopt the
secular definition of the term “tolerance,” given the secularist’s inability to defend it in the first place. Locke’s definition, of course, is completely compatible with persuasion,
as is ours. “The secularist, who has given up the quest for
truth and therefore moral debate and rational dialogue, is the

greater danger to tolerance.”’>?
We may conclude, then, that secularism, at least in the
forms considered, has no cogent logic for tolerance. We may
agree with Ian Markham, that (although we have not proved
Christian theism is the only, or even the correct basis for
tolerance),

the most appropriate foundation for tolerance is not an
irrational secularism, but a rational theism. Our culture
needs religion, because only religion has the resources
for a rich, rational, and moral discourse in the public
square.53
So far from being the cause of intolerance, as the secularist
(and some Christians) often accuse, mature Christian belief
may be the very defense against it.

PTR]
Sl{pid., 176.

S2Ipid., 194.
S3]bid., 168.

Modern American Tragedy
as Gnostic Clique
A Critique of Four Tragedies
by Eugene O’Neill and Tennessee Williams
JONATHAN WITT
When I encountered Arthur Miller’s “Tragedy and the
Common Man” as an undergraduate, I took for granted that
his essay handily exposed the class snobbery of the ages and
silenced forevermore the debate over the proper rank of the
tragic hero. Of course, the debate is anything but dead.
Consider this passage from F. L. Lucas’s 1957 expansion
and revision of his 1927 work, Tragedy:
Among the depressing creatures who populate much
modern fiction, with its fear that anything heroic may
seem mock-heroic, its preference for mediocre minds and

the fall of sparrows rather than of eagles, we may feel
that Aristotle was here not wholly wrong. (127-8)
We might write
guard action against
tragedy, but more
undergraduate drama
once again. In their
Salesman,

Sylvan

this off as a valiant but doomed rear
the irresistible democratization of
than thirty years later, in a new
anthology no less, the battle is joined
introduction to Miller’s Death of a

Barnet,

Morton

Berman,

and

William

Burto concur with Miller that a common person may suffer
as much as a person of rank, but they ask of the domestic
tragedy, “Isn’t there a colorlessness that may weaken the
play, an impoverishment of what John Milton called
“gorgeous tragedy’?” (552).
Such comments are clear evidence that in the wake of
Miller’s essay the debate is alive and well about whether
tragic heroes should be heroic. But criticism of the major
tragedies of this century is misleading if it implies that the
moderns generally prefer mediocrity to greatness in their
tragic heroes. In fact, what has occurred is not a shift from a

preference for great protagonists to a preference for mediocre
ones, but instead a shift in the definition of greatness. Even
Miller, that self-appointed patron saint of the common man,
would deny that an ignoble person is the proper subject of
tragedy. What he insists upon is a redefinition of nobility.
The noble person need not be a king, need not be eloquent,
Jonathan Witt teaches English literature at Lubbock
Christian University in Lubbock, Texas.

need not even be physically courageous. What he or she
must

possess,

as Miller puts it, is an

“inherent

unwill-

ingness to remain passive in the face of what he conceives
to be a challenge to his dignity, his image of his rightful
status” (593).

Julie Adam places this redefinition of nobility in the
context
of romanticism:
“Excesses
of feeling—not
necessarily acted upon—are often the mark of the heroic selfdivided protagonist. In this re-emergence of romanticism,
which Miller decried but of which he was part,” the social
environment often reflects the hero’s psyche (157).
Adam adds that the romantic tragic hero, in contrast to
the traditional tragic hero, does not act, but this assessment
proves reductive on closer inspection. A Willy Loman or a

What has occurred is not a shift
from a preference for great
protagonists to a preference for
mediocre ones, but instead a shift in
the definition of greatness.
Blanche DuBois does act, but usually by committing some
form of suicide, whether psychic (Blanche DuBois) or
psychic and physical (Willy Loman).
Because I treat at length Miller’s Death of a Salesman
in another essay, in this paper I will restrict my focus to the
father of modern American tragedy, Eugene O’Neill, and
Miller’s only peer among those who followed O’Neill,
Tennessee Williams.
The latter seems to go even further than Miller toward
the romantic democratization of the tragic hero when he
questions whether there even are “little people,” arguing that
“there are only little conceptions of people” (/nterviews
234). Such a comment seems to jettison even the romantic
conception of nobility as a prerequisite for the status of
tragic hero. However, the poetic at work in Williams’
greatest dramas is of a piece with Miller’s on this point. The
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Glass Menagerie’s Tom Wingfield works in a shoe warehouse; but his longing to travel and become a great poet is
as vast as the world, his love for his sister intense, his guilt
for abandoning her relentless. Finally, his power both to feel
and express his longing, his love, and his guilt lend poetic
grandeur to his tragedy.
As for A Streetcar Named Desire’s Blanche DuBois, that

least forgettable creation of Williams, she was, according to
the playwright, a “demonic creature, the size of [whose]
feeling was too great for her to contain without the escape of
madness” (Memoirs 235).

Adam contends that this sort of superfluity of feeling,
coupled with a more than usually intense sense of justice
and integrity, drives to a tragic end not only Blanche DuBois
and Willy Loman but also most of the other tragic heroes of
the modern American stage. “It is these characters’ anguished
surpassing of the common concerns and their reaching for

The elevation to the position of
tragic hero of the character who
rejects the ground of reality, the
elevation, in other words, of the
insane protagonist, calls to mind
the conception of evil propounded
by St. Basil, and further developed
by Augustine, Boethius and Thomas
Aquinas.
the unattainable that elevates them above the rest,” Adam

writes. “Their doomed struggle against their own insignificance and against meaninglessness and their refusal to remain as ordinary as fate had decreed them to be endow them
with dignity” (39).
Put another way, these modern-romantic tragic heroes
refuse to recognize their ordinariness. For these “demonic”
figures, as Williams puts it in his description of Blanche,
the word humble is a dirty word, shorn of its original sense
of being fruitful because close to ground.
Blanche’s first name is suggestive of such an attitude
toward the real, though here the operative metaphor is light
rather than earth. To blanch means, among other things, to
whiten a plant by covering it and so cutting off direct light;
and Blanche is forever cutting off direct light in order to
whiten her image. Whether she literally cuts it off with a
Chinese lantern or figuratively with a tissue of lies about
being a young and chaste Southern Belle, she is waging a
life and death struggle against light. Traditionally, light
symbolizes truth, regeneration, but to Blanche it is, like
Stanley Kowalski, a rude and vulgar masculine force threatening to violate her, to spoil her dream of finding refuge and
renewed dignity in a marriage to the sympathetic and comfortable Harold Mitchell. Thus, we can say that Blanche
shrinks from the light of truth, from the ground of reality,
because for her there is no humility, only humiliation.
And so whereas the Renaissance tragic hero King Lear
sings to his daughter the praises of a simple life stripped of
14

vanity as they head to prison—”We two alone will sing like |
birds i’ th’ cage... . .” (5.3.9)—Blanche does not do the.

same, and given the modern-romantic conception of
humility that permeates Streetcar, this is not surprising.
Macbeth provides a similar contrast. Here, in the final act of

his tragedy, a broken Macbeth confesses to the absolute
meaninglessness of his life. Certainly, there is something
egotistical in his impulse to consign all life to the status of
“a walking shadow, a poor player/ That struts and frets his
hour upon the stage” (5.4.24-25), as if he could not bear the
possibility that other, wiser persons have found meaning
where he has failed. But he at least is willing to confess that
his life has degenerated to a point of acute spiritual poverty.
Blanche, as she is led off by the kindly asylum doctor,
makes no such confession, has no such recognition. Even in

her admission that she has “always depended on the kindness.
of strangers” (178) there persists the pretension to Southern
gentility. And why shouldn’t she continue to play this
charade? To her, self-abasement has no value, indeed is
antithetical to the mindset of a romantic hero.
The elevation of such a mindset in certain touchstones
of modern American theatre, the elevation to the position of

tragic hero of the character who rejects the ground of reality,
the elevation, in other words, of the insane protagonist, calls

to mind the conception of evil propounded by St. Basil, and
further developed by Augustine, Boethius and Thomas
Aquinas—the notion of evil as a movement toward darkness,
toward negation (Augustine 244-55). It is the opposite of
what the great tragedies of the classical and Renaissance
periods sought, the opposite of what we find in the best of
the comedy of grotesque realism, where authors such as the
mature Flannery O’Connor sink their narrative barbs
through the protagonist and into the reader, and drive them
both back into what Mikhail Bakhtin calls “the reproductive
lower stratum” (21), or what Anthony Bloom describes as a

condition “silent and accepting . . . transforming corruption.
itself into a power of life and a new possibility of
creativeness” (46), the condition of the earth, the condition
of humility, a condition the reverse of those romanticized

moder tragic heroes in their flight from the ground of
reality. The glorification of such a rebellious impulse has its
roots in romanticism, but if Goethe, Shelley, and Whitman

privilege boldness and creativity over humility, realism, and
consistency, then O’Neill and his heirs, Miller and
Williams, romanticize narcissism even as they dramatize the

psychosis and ruin to which it can lead.
Why has romanticism parodied itself? It is a historical
commonplace that in the wake of Darwin, Freud, and other

scientific challenges to orthodox religious faith, the sense of
a divine presence grew tentative or vanished for many —
writers. But particularly among American playwrights the
modern sense of cosmic alienation has been tempered by that
Enlightenment optimism in humanity’s possibilities, fueled
by the nation’s superabundance of virgin wilderness
promising fresh Edens always just beyond the next horizon,
and then also by its ascension to the status of superpower.
Thus, as modernists, American writers began to see the
cosmic order more in terms of the natural and social orders,
twin orders that science and recent events taught them to
view as routinely pitiless. But as specifically American
modernists, they were, at the same time, sustained in their

faith in the possibility of at least a neo-romantic heroism, a
faith that led them back to the tragic form in an age of black
comedy, tragicomedy, and absurdism. As Arthur Miller
insists, in tragic drama, as opposed to drama that is
essentially pathetic, “lies the belief—optimistic, if you
will—in the perfectibility of man” (The Theatre Essays 7).
Thus, while on one level we can

view

Blanche

DuBois’

rejection of reality as a psychotic denial of what is, at
another level we can regard her rebellion as feeble-butcourageous man’s hopeful attempt to reject a cruel fate.
Shakespeare’s great tragedies also create landscapes of
humans at war with their fate. But in these plays the tragic
heroes, at war with a divine order, come to recognize the
hubris of defying this order. A modern-romantic tragic hero

In tragic drama, as opposed to
drama that is essentially pathetic,
lies the belief—optimistic, if you
will—in the perfectibility of man.
like Blanche Dubois does not. Instead, she clings to her

class prejudice and pretensions to the point of psychosis
rather than face that chaotic and brutal reality embodied in
Stanley Kowalski, first as she rattles on about the eminent
arrival of her wealthy old flame, Shep Huntleigh, and,
second, as she interprets the asylum doctor’s leading her
away as the chivalric act of a modern day knight rescuing a
damsel in distress.
Raymond Williams’ discussion of Ibsen and modern
drama is instructive in this context. Williams describes the
evolution of “liberal tragedy,” explaining that forerunners of
this form possess individual liberators as their heroes, as in
_ Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound. But during the remainder of
_the nineteenth century this romantic hero degenerates from
“the aspiring self against society, to a tragic position, of the
self against the self.” Guilt, Williams explains, “has become
internal and personal, just as aspiration was internal and
personal. The internal and personal fact is the only general
fact, in the end” (100). Thus, liberalism passes from its
heroic phase, romanticism, into its modern breakdown, the
solipsistic and guilt-ridden world of the hero as his own
victim.
The work of dramatizing this breakdown, the task of
driving a character to the ultimate consequences of his inherited modern logic, is perhaps as worthy a literary program
as any. It is art’s age-old role of embodying the spirit of the
age, of exploring the nuances and consequences of a
paradigm. And yet the moderns, even in such masterpieces
as Death of a Salesman,

A Streetcar Named

O’Neill’s The Iceman Cometh, fail to involve

Desire, and

us in the

conviction that man is his own victim. They make it too
easy for us to leave the theatre shaking our heads at the foolishness of the protagonist, make it too easy for us not only
to admire the protagonist’s tenacity but also to smugly disapprove of the protagonist’s foolishness, to pity him or her
in that modern sense of the word, to feel sorry for another

from a high and secure vantage point. It is as if the logical
consequences of liberal tragedy are too ghastly, too de-

meaning for author or audience to internalize wholly.
The pity generated by two tragedies of Shakespeare
provides an illuminating counterpoint, a pity of which
Aristotle, writing out of a radically different cultural and
religious background, nevertheless would have approved. As
Martha Nussbaum explains, Aristotelian pity draws audience
members near to the sufferer and awakens them to the fact
that something akin to the hero’s suffering could happen to
them, that both hero and audience live in a world of tragic
reversals “in which the difference between pitier and pitied is
a matter far more of luck than of deliberate action” (267).

From such a view fear naturally arises. Aristotle went so far
as to argue that pity, by definition, demands that the pitier
witness in the pitied a pain “which one may himself expect
to endure, or that someone connected with him will”
(Aristotle 136).
The pity evoked in most modern tragedy fails to ruffle
us in this way because we can reason that our greater
wisdom protects us from the sort of tragedy which befalls a
foolish person like Blanche Dubois. But hardly any such
comfort existed for the Renaissance audience who witnessed
the fall of Hamlet or Lear, heroes created by a writer largely
in harmony with Aristotle in his appreciation for the value
of a pity that arouses fear, the fear and trembling of the
humble.
As for Hamlet, as we watch him moving toward his
death, we may long for him to act more decisively, but we
never think him a fool. Rather, we admire his respect for

human life, his refusal to kill without proof of guilt, his
magnificence in suffering, even the poetry of his
deliberation. The careful viewer realizes that Hamlet’s
indecisiveness is not due to cowardice but to the fact that he
is a good man in a world like our own in that the need to
assassinate one’s uncle is more than a plot-hook on which
to hang intrigue and action emptied of moral weight. And so
we pity Hamlet as an equal and more than an equal.
Even the deeply flawed Lear we come to pity. If
initially Lear is arguably as foolish as Blanche Dubois—
manipulating his daughters into flattering him and banishing
the only one who loves him enough to refuse to play his

The task of driving a character to
the ultimate consequences of his
inherited modern logic is perhaps
as worthy a literary program as
any.
unworthy game—his suffering matures him, and we pity
him and fear for ourselves as we witness a world seemingly
wanton in the measure with which it punishes his earlier
foolishness, driving him into a violent storm, robbing him

for a time of his sanity, stripping his dear friend Gloucester
of his eyes, and snatching his beloved Cordelia from him
only moments before Goneril, Regan and their cohorts are
defeated.
In both tragedies, the greatness of the protagonist
humbles the audience. Despite their flaws, these heroes are
15

not inferior to us. If weaker or more foolish in this or that
respect, they are stronger and wiser in many another.
Through their nobility of character they have fashioned
themselves into fit subjects of serious drama, have earned
through their courage,
their intellect, their poetic
imaginations, their actions, the right to occupy our minds
for the three or four hours of the play’s duration.
Consequently, on neither of two levels is there in these
plays the democratization of glory we find in many a modern
tragedy. First, we are partially alienated from the hero not by
his inferiority but by his greatness. In other words, we are

not made to feel superior to an individual considered by
author and audience alike to be the fit subject of our
collective, undivided attention. Even as we pity these figures
of

nobility,

we

remain

aware

of

their

fundamental

superiority to us, a humbling fact, particularly when we
discover that even such superior persons as these remain
vulnerable to tragic forces ultimately beyond their control.
“If tragedy can befall them, how much more myself?” we
feel; or, “There but for the grace provided by my own
mediocrity go I.”
Second and closely tied up with the first, we are not
offered a romanticized portrait of a common man, an obscure

figure made famous simply by being the protagonist of a
major play, are not sold a piece of society’s defective brick
in the guise of a cornerstone. Shakespeare instead offers as
his cornerstones royalty of the utmost importance to their
respective societies. Content and form, on this point, merge.
The audience is asked to remember that members of the
chorus, even if fundamentally decent, are not fit subjects of
tragedy, lacking as they do the necessary size to fill such a
dramatic form.
Why does Shakespeare allow such audience-humbling
reminders into his work? And why does he, in contrast with

Williams in A Streetcar Named Desire, sustain the audience’s identification with the hero even in the moment of
his ultimate humiliation? I think it is because Shakespeare
possesses a different concept of pride and humility. For him,
humility is not yet a dirty word, hubris not yet a compliment. Yes, to be humble is to be close to the ground, but if
the ground of reality is humbling, there is also in it the
tragic joy of the summer to spring cycle. Tragedy’s strength
arises from its refusal to rush over autumn and winter, un-

like the melodrama with its quick turnabout, its lives revo-

Shakespeare possesses a different
concept of pride and humility. For
him, humility is not yet a dirty
word, hubris not yet a compliment.
lutionized by monologue and platitude. The touchstones of
not just Shakespearian tragedy but of classical and
Renaissance tragedy generally best exemplify this strength;
liberal tragedy does so less well. As William Lynch explains, at its best tragedy leads us into moments of absolute
helplessness before the destructive forces of life. But it is
precisely these moments of humiliating finitude that are
generative of great beauty, tragic beauty. The modern
16

American playwright avoids such moments and so fails to
generate tragic beauty (65).
But

what

about

O’Neill’s

The

Iceman

Cometh,

a

student of modern American theatre might object. As Helen

Muchnic asserts, “The play turns out to be a study of the
impossibility of getting at the truth, indeed, a warning of
the danger of going after it” (108). Sophus Winther arrives
at a similar conclusion in his study of the play’s technique,
fondling as he does the romance of annihilation, the play’s
principle narcotic: “The ‘saved’ actors return to their pipe
dreams as men must, as they always have, acting out their
part in the antechamber to the morgue” (78). It would seem
that such a thesis, that it is better to be a pipe-dreaming,
drunken bum than a facer of facts, hardly flatters an audience,

hardly leaves it unperturbed in a position of security and
dignity.
But notice that O’Neill also invites his audience to join
him as he works out the consequences of his philosophical
premise with a ruthless honesty that stands in barefaced
opposition to the thematic content of the play. After

Hickey, with unflagging zeal prods Harry Hope and his
barflies to try to realize their pathetic dreams and so face the
fact that their aspirations are only pipe dreams, and after the
action of the play forces even Hickey to see that he really
loathed his virtuous wife, Hope and his barflies resuscitate
their pipe dreams and seem all the better for doing so.
O’Neill, however, does not act on the message

the play —

embodies, that it is better to live with pipe dreams than with
harsh reality. He doesn’t give us escapism; he gives us harsh
reality. Form deconstructs content, the disciple of Derrida
might triumphantly declare. But doesn’t the deconstructive
process here move in a curious direction, back toward a
traditional

estimation

of

truth

as

both

valuable

and

attainable? “Truth is dangerous and pipe dreams are
necessary,” the play seems to be telling us, “but you and I
are going to face this truth no matter how painful and:
irrational it is to do so because that is the kind of
unblinking courage we patrons of modern tragic theatre
possess. The world needs pipe dreams, but not us. We’re
just a little braver,” the drama implies, “just a_ little
superior.”
We might defend O’Neill by pointing to the character of
Larry Slade, the drunken philosopher who embodies the
intellectual arrogance of the implied author and audience. But
if O’Neill intended that Larry Slade should show us that the
egotism of insight is the thinker’s final bulwark against
nihilism, then his intention does not seem to have been
realized, not if the common critical response on this point is
any evidence. Robert Brustein is typical in this respect when —
he paints O’Neill as a kindred spirit, as a modern —
existentialist whose rejection of faith [read pipe dreams] “has
left him alone, at last, with existence itself,’ as

a man who

has looked at existence “with a courage which only the
greatest tragic dramatists have been able to muster.” What’s
more, Brustein goes on to suggest,
through
the
“metaphysical consolations” of this work of art, we too can
bravely face reality (101).
For “we” Eric Bentley would substitute the term
“subintelligentsia,” a group addicted to “profundities galore,
and technical innovations, and... Mystery” (45-6). To this.
I would add one more, flattery, which the first three serve to

—

generate. The dramatist “who could not be bribed by the
Broadway
tycoons was
seduced
by the Broadway
intelligentsia” (Bentley 46), seduced into seducing us with a
subtle flattery (the only sort worth having), a flattery that

allows Brustein to disguise it from himself with the high
sounding if vague term “metaphysical consolations.”
Se
ee
The implication in /ceman, that we the audience, along

with the dramatist,
reality, colors Long
O’Neill has created
home of a successful

possess an admirable ability to face
Day’s Journey less thoroughly. Here,
a setting not overtly disreputable, the
actor and his family. But even in this
work the family’s repeated retreat into drunkenness and drug
abuse, and the endless round of blaming and bickering make
it fairly easy for the audience to pity the family members
fearlessly. That Mary was forced into a morphine addiction
by the quack her cheap husband procured to deliver Edmund
does create a sense of vulnerability in the audience. Her
exposure to morphine was not her fault, even indirectly: she
could hardly divine that her husband would devolve from a
thrifty man into a stingy one. Nor did she choose to suffer
complications in pregnancy. She was a hapless victim of
bad luck that could strike anyone.
But it is not this that raises this pathetic family’s story
above the status of mere melodrama. The family has been
too self-centered and vicious for too long for the fateful
events that led to Mary’s morphine addiction to long disturb
the audience’s sense of superiority or, consequently, its
composure. As Richard B. Sewel argues, what does infuse

the play with a genuine element

of the tragic are the

moments of anagnorisis (10-13). The second act closes with

Mary alone. Initially, she expresses self-pity for being
deserted by her husband and sons but then, her face hardening
into bitter self-contempt, she catches herself: “You’re lying
to yourself again. You wanted to get rid of them. Their
contempt and disgust aren’t pleasant company. You’re glad
they’re gone” (95).
This realization is only the beginning. “Then Mother of
God,” she asks, “why do I feel so lonely?” (95). What

follows are a series of realizations that free the characters if
not from misery then at least from self-deception. Mary
comes to understand that her reminiscences about meeting
the young matinee idol James Tyrone are the ramblings of a
“sentimental fool” (107). And Tyrone, after Edmund accuses

him of being a miser, admits that he allowed his early
poverty to overdo it in teaching him the value of a dollar, so
much so that he threw away a far more meaningful career as
a brilliant Shakespearian actor on “that God-damned play I
bought for a song and made such a great success in” (149).
He goes on to ask himself, “What the hell was it I wanted to

buy . . . that was worth— Well, no matter. It’s a late day for
regrets” (149-50). For Jamie’s part, he finally admits to
Edmund that he has been trying to drag him into failure
right along with him so that he would not be the only bum
in the family. He hates Edmund as much as he loves him.
But Jamie is not freed from his hate anymore than
Tyrone is freed from

his miserliness,

or Mary

from

her

loneliness. There is no spiritual regeneration in the face of
physical destruction, only forgiveness. Even Sewel, who
dedicates a book and follow-up essay to evincing the tragic
in this play, concludes that O’Neill “ennobled” the seeming
hopelessness of his one-time family situation” not by

discovering a traditional nobility in his characters but rather
by finding in the situation “the possibility of pity,
understanding, and forgiveness” (15). Now Sewel is right to
suggest that my identification with these characters goes
deeper because of their moments of recognition. Because
they see what I see in them, If am allowed to dwell with
them for a time in the house of their misery. I am not made,
or allowed, to stand outside and above the house, shaking

At its best tragedy leads us into
moments of absolute helplessness
before the destructive forces of life.
But it is precisely these moments of
humiliating finitude
that are
generative of great beauty, tragic
beauty.
my head sadly at them. But although I sit in the house with
the Tyrones, I do not live there. When I leave the theatre I
leave through the front door of their morphine and booze
befogged home. Their tragedy is not my tragedy. I have
visited a tragic universe; Ihave not been made to feel that I
live in a tragic universe.
As Sewel himself admits, “There is pity, perhaps, but
where is the terror?” (8). There is none because each of the
main characters is not enlarged by a noble if flawed nature
but rather, principally, by the audience’s paradox. Certainly,
Sewel is right to insist that the Tyrone family is ennobled
by its half blind, fumbling, and finally successful journey
toward the recognition that even their successes, their
seemingly noblest gestures are “manure,” as Edmund might
put it. But to be a drug addict rather than a deluded drug
addict does not a tragic hero make. Yes, the family wins a
small but significant moral victory in confronting its
depravity, and we admire them for this. But we do not look
up to them as heroes. We do not say to ourselves, “If this
could happen to them, it could happen to anyone, to me.”
The exception is Edmund, who stands out as possessing if
not nobility then at least the makings of it. But,
significantly, Edmund comes nearer to being an observer
than any other member of the family. More seriously, his
recognition, occurring off stage and in the past, reveals to
him not a tragic flaw but the possibility of fleeting
moments of cosmic union with nature. And because he lacks
a tragic flaw rooted in some universally human weakness,
we are less likely to experience fear, much less a
clarification of our nature. In short, he is not a protagonist,
not in the way, at least, needed to generate a fear born of

Aristotelian pity. And the protagonists are not heroic, and
so they also fail to generate in us fear.
This failure springs from the modern playwright’s
misguided decision to seek a deeper, a more authentic vision
of life by ennobling his protagonists largely by means of
what I call the audience’s paradox, that tension created when

a serious work of literature employs a lowly and relatively
obscure character as protagonist and so makes that obscure
person the center of our attention, makes him famous. It is
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no coincidence that the critics of modern drama who seek to
identify the total source of the modern tragic protagonist’s
nobility so often fall back on critical phrases like “deep pity
and understanding and forgiveness” (Sewel quoting O’Neill
15), terms that underscore our feelings of fearless pity for
these characters, that underscore their pathetic nature,

not

their superiority, not their tragic stature. Sewel approvingly
paraphrases O’Neill’s definition of tragedy as “ennobling in
art ‘man’s hopeless hopes’” (15). O’Neill has succeeded in
doing this with the Tyrone family. But he has rendered these
hopeless figures grand through exploiting the audience’s

lines does legitimize his dream of becoming a writer. And —
the fact that this obviously talented young poet cannot slave
in a warehouse to fulfill a deeply felt responsibility toward —
his mother and sister and, at the same time, produce the
well-wrought narrative now before us, the fact, in other
words, that he must be rootless in order to be fruitful, surely
qualifies as a tragic irony.
And in our pity for Tom in this dilemma, we are never

tempted to see his aspirations or even his method of escape
as foolish. This is not to say that the play is without irony

in its treatment of some of the main characters. Adam is on

target, I think, when she underscores several ironic touches
in the play, such as the screen slogans—e.g., “Terror”—
which punctuate the conflict’s absurd element. But notice —

In the older tragedy the drama
arrives at a point, however painful,
where values are re-established and
the audience is able to see that the
protagonist’s fall does not imply the
valuelessness of the human struggle.
Because modern tragedies lack this
realignment of values... a merely
pathetic and trivial quality infects
these otherwise admirable works.

that these are, almost without exception, ironies that Tom

the narrator generates against his mother and sister. Thus,
the play offers us no cheap protection from fear by belittling
the protagonist.
However, the beauty of the work itself does protect us.
Some of this relief we can attribute properly to the catharsis
Aristotle speaks of, a clarification of reality that revitalizes
the audience. But I think we would be wrong to take this
aspect of it as simply a cue to begin rhapsodizing over art’s
power to transfigure suffering. The relief is not entirely
cathartic. It is also escapist.
Because the work is supposed to be Tom’s consciously
reconstructed and narrated memories, his tragedy is undercut

paradox, in other words by cultivating for the Tyrones an
audience trenchant and tender in its understanding of them,

by his artistic victory. A more thoroughly tragic play might
have had Tom not merely haunted by his sister but
poetically debilitated by his rootlessness as well. But this.
would have demanded a different structure (lest the author

has ensconced the family in the warm womb of an enthralled
body never distanced by a sense of inferiority to the
protagonists. When we identify with the Tyrones, it is not
with a family going to ruin while the world ignores them,
though within the fiction of the drama this may be the case.
For the audience, any identification we muster for this
family is an identification with a family at the center of a
dramatic world, a family not forgotten but attended to by
crowd upon crowd of sympathetic onlookers. Thus, O’Neill
has provided a comforting but ephemeral wish fulfillment

commit the imitative fallacy by creating a bad play to reflect
Tom’s damaged aesthetic sensibility). And it would have
demanded a trenchant critique of the romantic valorization of
the isolated, Promethean genius, a critique the American
theatre of ‘45 was not yet prepared to perform, at least not in’
the tragic mode.
Eric P. Levy argues persuasively that Tom, along with
the other three characters in the play, is “hampered in
relating to others by the need to inhabit a private world

for the audience itself, a narcotic for the marginal and
misbegotten. For all there is to recommend O’Neill, his

Levy insists that this rather than nostalgia, as Williams
suggests, is the axis of the drama. But Levy’s focus does not
lead him into a consideration of how narcissism may have
infected the structure of the play itself. John von Szeliski
ventures into these waters in his book Tragedy and Fear:
Why Modern Tragic Drama Fails. He contends that the
“personalized pessimism” typical of modern tragedy “brings
the writer too close to his work” for him to see the world .
tragically.
Initially, this counter-intuitive claim appears ridiculous.
Of course tragedy is pessimistic. It’s tragedy. And of course
it’s personalized. The artist draws from what he knows best,

effort to create a sense of oneness among the miserable of
humanity, his success at ennobling his tragic characters, is
too much

dependent

on this

spurious

affect,

too

much

dependent on what I call the audience’s paradox.
Williams’ The Glass Menagerie is another case of a near
miss at generating fearful humility in the audience, one
especially instructive for its portrait of wavering Promethean
genius. The play almost succeeds to a limited degree in
generating fear as well as pity in large measure because Tom
Wingfield is an admirable tragic figure. Torn between his
responsibility to his mother and sister on the one hand, and
his dream of becoming a poet on the other, Tom can find
happiness in neither. At home he is suffocated, but when he
leaves home he is haunted by the memory of his sister. He
is not a great man in any conventional sense, and the play
does too little to dramatize his inner conflicts or to bring
dimension to what is too nearly the stereotype of the
frustrated young poet. But the vibrant poetry of his narrative
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where the fundamental

concern

is with self-image”

(529).

himself. Anticipating this objection, von Szeliski articulates

and then refutes it: “All right: so some modern obsessive
thinking is self-centered and introspective. Isn’t Hamlet also

introspective to a dangerous degree?” His refutation that
follows

is two-pronged.

First,

the

structure

of Hamlet

suggests that “Hamlet isn’t Shakespeare, and Shakespeare
isn’t Hamlet” (63).

(Shakespeare’s

liberal use of comic.

relief is but one sign of this.) More importantly, “Hamlet’s

withdrawal into himself is not continual, and is self-centered
only in a few scenes; the rest of the time he thinks of
Denmark and a kingdom with justice first.” Thus, whereas
Hamiet and his drama are concerned not merely with
Hamlet’s pain but the pain of a whole nation, “the ingrown
protagonist of our day is more unrelentingly and
unidimensionally maladjusted.” In the older tragedy the
drama arrives at a point, however painful, where values are
re-established and the audience is able to see that the
protagonist’s fall does not imply the valuelessness of the
human struggle. Because modern tragedies lack this
realignment of values, von Szeliski insists, a merely
pathetic and trivial quality infects these otherwise admirable
works (63-4).
To this I would

add

that the creators

Modern tragedy does just the
opposite. It emotionally distances
us from the hero in his fall, not so
much that we laugh at him but
enough that we can pity him
securely rather than tremble in
fear with him.
illuminate the awkward position these modern American
tragedies occupy in their dual relation to the Promethean and
the common man. Myth treats the actions of gods;
Romance, superhuman men; High Mimetic, great men; Low
men;

and the Ironic

mode,

down the list” (Frye 34).

We could pause here to expose the reductiveness of
Frye’s now unfashionable schema, wielding such works as
The Second Shepherd’s Play, Paradise Lost, and Prometheus
Unbound to rebut Frye’s argument. But if we generously
interpret his “center of gravity” qualification, we can regard
his theory as at least useful, one illuminative historical
model of literary development among others. In this frame
of mind, when we turn our focus on the twentieth century,
we do find ourselves with increasing frequency regarding

of modern,

pessimistic tragedy cannot resist transforming _ their
pessimism into something gratifying. The older tragedy
objectifies the hero’s nihilism—as for instance Shakespeare
does in Macbeth when he allows the forces of justice to
restore order—but, simultaneously, it leads us to identify
with the hero emotionally in his fall. Modern tragedy does
just the opposite. It emotionally distances us from the hero
in his fall, not so much that we laugh at him but enough
that we can pity him securely rather than tremble in fear
with him. And rather than distancing us from the nihilistic
vision such a moment communicates—nihilistic because
unaccompanied by a realignment of values— modern tragedy
encourages us to accept it as one if not the moment of
insight in the play.
This chiasmic reversal is not incidental. The modern
tragic playwright transforms the nihilistic strain in his work
into something gratifying first by romanticizing the hero via
the audience’s paradox, creating a warm womb of attention
for the hapless protagonist, and second either by distancing
us from the protagonist’s downfall by rendering him or her
unrelentingly foolish—as in Death of a Salesman, The
Iceman Cometh, or A Streetcar Named Desire—or by
watering down the hero’s downfall, as Williams does when
he grants his Promethean common man a victory in his
struggle to become a good poet.
Northrop Frye’s division of literature into five
categories according to the nature of its heroes serves well to

Mimetic, average

transform his unassuming taxonomy into a sweeping theory
of Christian civilization: “European fiction, during the last
fifteen centuries, has steadily moved its center of gravity

characters

inferior to ourselves, Frye tells us. Then he proceeds to

By distancing author and audience
from their foolish protagonists,
playwrights such as O'Neill, Miller,
and Williams enable themselves and
their audiences to participate unconsciously in that characteristically if not uniquely Enlightenment
fantasy
of intellectual
mastery.
protagonists “inferior in power or intelligence to ourselves,
so that we have the sense of looking down on a scene of
bondage, frustration, or absurdity” (Frye 34).
Modern tragedy is an uneasy marriage between the
Ironic mode and the High Mimetic. We may concede that the
modern tragic hero pursues what Miller calls the
protagonist’s “rightful status” more tenaciously than we
ourselves might pursue our own
(‘“Tragedy”
593);
nevertheless, we can look down upon his bondage and flatter
ourselves with our many superiorities to the hero. We are
attracted to this bastard form, in part, because it is an ego
trip. To be sure, the form also is instructive—at times
sobering, at times comically incisive. However, whereas
Oedipus and Hamlet also instruct via their dramatic
structure, they do not also flatter us, at least not

to the

extent or in the way that I have been arguing modern
American tragedy does.
Such works as The Iceman Cometh do criticize society’s narcissistic and escapist tendencies. But by distancing
author and audience from their foolish protagonists, playwrights such as O’Neill, Miller, and Williams enable themselves and their audiences to participate unconsciously in
that characteristically if not uniquely Enlightenment fantasy
of intellectual mastery.
Ostensibly, for instance, we observe Blanche’s downfall
appalled at the hollowness of our modern culture, impotent
as it is to sustain her even as its most brutal elements seek
her out and destroy her; but ultimately we are allowed to
forego that fear born of Aristotelian pity, that deep and
troubling fellow feeling for a noble human who meets a
tragic end. We are protected first by the fact that our view of
this hero’s situation has been enlarged and romanticized by
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her status as protagonist, by the audience’s paradox. Then,
in the moment of ultimate humiliation, in the moment of
her death, we are protected from her tragedy by her extreme

Lucas, F.L. Tragedy. Totowa, N.J.: Barnes, 1957.
Lynch, William F., S.J. Christ and Apollo. New York:
Sheed, 1960.

Miller, Arthur. “Tragedy and the Common Man.” Types

Ultimately we are allowed to forego
that fear born of Aristotelian pity,
that deep and troubling fellow
feeling for a noble human who
meets a tragic end.
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foolishness. And so we become a gnostic clique flattered by
our status as insiders. Put another way, we are the smug
psychiatrist, and the modern tragic protagonist a celebrated
case study, one that touches us with its pathos but which,
far from shaking our foundations of sand, comforts us as we

the collective expert identify with the well attended patient.
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Recovering from

Churches

that Abuse

Although, as I shall point out below, there is much of
this book which is problematic, the issue of unaccountable,

¢ — by Ronald Enroth (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Zondervan, 1994).

A CRITICAL REVIEW BY FRANCIS J. BECKWITH
The author of the text under review, Professor Ronald
Enroth of Westmont College, tells us in the preface that although he is a sociologist, “the research for this book is not
based on questionnaires or surveys. No statistics or percentiles are included. I do not even claim that the narratives
found here are a “representative sample’ in the technical
methodological sense even though I have tried to present
typical accounts of spiritual and emotional abuse.” ! In
essence then, by the author’s own admission, this is not a
scholarly book. Nevertheless, Recovering from Churches
that Abuse is an influential and important book which is
being used and cited by Christian therapists, psychologists,
psychiatrists and pastors.
Its predecessor, Churches that
Abuse, was praised by Christianity Today, Christian
Research Journal, and numerous

publications, and was se-

lected by a Christianity Today poll as one of the top ten
books of 1992.
Very little of this text is written by Enroth himself. It
is a book of mostly first person accounts of alleged abuse by
the church leadership of a number of different fellowships in
the United States including Jesus People U.S.A. (JPUSA)
and the Boston Church of Christ, though in some cases
Enroth “merged the experiences of several former members
and present[s] a composite picture.” It is peppered with
commentary by Enroth and quotes from different abuse
“experts.” Although it was certainly not the author’s intention, this book comes across as a literary metaphor of the

contemporary therapeutic talk-show culture, Donahue with
page numbers, so to speak. Armed with a platoon of expertguests (the quoted therapists), Enroth interviews his victimguests (allegedly abused ex-members) and asks them to share
their feelings with the audience (the readers) and then invites
the expert-guests to comment on the feelings shared by the
victim-guests.
Francis J. Beckwith is Associate Professor of Philosophy,
Culture, and Law at Trinity International University (southern
California campus).
l Ronald Enroth,

Recovering from

(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan,

2Ibid., 10.

Churches

1994), 9.

that Abuse

authoritarian, and/or abusive leadership in the church
resonates for a number of people who have had troubling
experiences in independent evangelical (mostly charismatic)
churches. Enroth should be commended for broaching the
topic, one that I am all too familiar with from personal experience.

A Personal

Odyssey

The reason for my sharing the following painful
experience is to thwart the possible dismissal of this critique
by those who may accuse its author of neither believing in
the existence of authoriarian churches nor truly understanding the pain of those who have suffered ecclesiastical
malfeasance.
My wife and I recently left an independent charismatic
church with an authoritarian pastor. The church had a presbyterian form of government, which means that all the elders had an equal vote though one ruling elder, the pastor,
did most of the teaching and administrative work of the
church. Two assistant pastors were also part of the board of
elders.
At a monthly elders meeting in 1993 the pastor called
for the resignation of the church’s entire board of elders with
the exception of himself and the two other pastors (one of
which is his brother) who were the only other paid members
of the church’s presbytery. He said that God had told him the
church needed an overhaul. I did not attend that elders’
meeting because on that day I was debating an atheist at the
local Unitarian/Universalist congregation. Since I was not
at the meeting I was reticent to turn in my resignation at the
request of the pastor until I found out more.
The following Sunday the pastor told the congregation
that the board of elders dissolved itself at its previous
meeting, although according to the meeting’s notes, the pastor merely asked for the resignations of the board’s individual members, some of which he had yet to receive. Since
dissolving the board would entail removing elders who have
chosen not to resign, a biblical justification was necessary
for their removal, which the church bylaws said are “(a) unscriptural conduct, (b) doctrinal departure from the tenets of
Faith, (c) incompetency in office, or (d) failure to cooperate
with the corporation’s programs and ministry” (Article VIII,
sec. 3). No such justifications were given. In fact, the pastor
said that “nobody was to blame for the dissolution,” thus
clearly implying that nobody was unscriptural, heretical, incompetent, or failing to cooperate.
I and a number of other elders brought our concerns before
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the pastor on an individual basis, with our spouses, and in a
group letter. We provided the pastor an opportunity to repent
of his error. He forthrightly declined. A number of elders
and church leaders met at my home on several days to discuss and pray about these concerns. During these discussions
we came to the conclusion that we as leaders were partially
to blame for not holding the pastor responsible for his deceptive tactics both in the present case as well as in past
cases (which came out during these sessions). The elders had
abdicated their responsibility and permitted an authoritarian,
deceptive leader to flourish.
After having exhausted all avenues short of public rebuke, my wife and I wrote a letter to about 70 core families

in the church. We explained in the letter why we left the
church and that the recent case of deception was not an isolated incident. Although we ended our letter by saying that
we would be available “if you have any questions, comments, or suggestions or just want to talk ... ,” we received only about a half-dozen phone calls (only one of
which was negative) and one card.
To make a long story short, we now attend an evangelical congregation which is part of a large international denomination. Although we still see some former members
who sympathized with our letter and eventually left the
church, when we accidentally run into current members who
never responded to our letter, they never mention the incident and pretend it never occurred.

Enroth’s

methodology

Again, I include this account of my personal experience
to show that I am familiar with authoritarian church leaders.
But regardless of my personal experience, the flaws in
Professor Enroth’s methodology are serious enough that I
believe, if practiced by Christians therapists as a means of
discovering truth, may result in serious harm to the
Christian community. The problem of Enroth’s methodology is expressed in at least three areas: (1) epistemological
confusion, (2) “victim”

authoritarianism,

and (3) lack of

background information.

Epistemological

Confusion

Because of a flawed epistemological starting point,
Enroth’s work engenders more doubt than discernment.
Consider the quote from Helen Ebaugh which Enroth approvingly cites in support of his book’s life-history approach of permitting alleged victims to simply “tell their
story”:
The basic assumption behind the life-history method is
that every person defines the world differently. In order
to explain these definitions and relate them to social behavior, sociologists must understand what events mean
to the people experiencing them. The subject’s definition of the situation takes precedence over the objective
situation since, as Thomas

and Znaniecki

(1927) have

argued, “If men define situations as real, they are real in
their consequences.” This means, in essence, that the
way an individual perceives an event or situation im-
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pacts his or her situation.?
“Ye shall not know the truth and it will set you free”
has evidently replaced the biblical precept. To put it philosophically, this approach replaces truth with subjective perception as the primary focus of Christian therapy and the
primary arbiter of interpersonal conflict. But there are problems with this.
First, if “every person defines the world differently” and
“the subject’s definition of the situation takes precedence
over the objective situation,” then there can

than another method.

such |

That is to say,

a method which as-

sumes “the subject’s definition of the situation takes precedence over the objective situation” cannot then claim that
those who oppose this method are wrong. For the oppo-—
nents of this method can simply say that their “subjective
definition of the situation takes precedence over the objective
situation” and they subjectively define the method of Enroth
and Ebaugh as simply wrong.
Third, perhaps Enroth is misapplying Ebaugh’s method
and/or Thomas and Znaiecki’s statement. That is to say,
one can propose a more charitable interpretation and say that
Ebaugh, Thomas, and Znaiecki are merely pointing out that
a client’s subjectivity is an important part of evaluating the
situation in which the client has been impacted psychologically. Although this may be an accurate interpretation of
the authors Enroth cites, this does not seem to be the way in |
which Enroth is employing them. ' For he is interpreting
their ideas in a way that serves as an impregnable epistemo- |
logical grid by which to level serious charges against particular Christian bodies.

“Victim”

Authoritarianism

Enroth’s flawed epistemological commitment (or his |
starting point) leads the author to espouse “victim” authoritarianism, the view that whoever believes himself or herself
to be a victim is always correct. Consider Enroth’s response
to criticism of his depiction of JPUSA:
There has been much correspondence between leaders of
the [Evangelical] Covenant Church and JPUSA and me

since I began to do the research for this book. They
have questioned the integrity of my reports, the reliability of my respondents, and my sociological methodology, but I have conducted more than seventy hours of
in-depth interviews and telephone conversations with
more than forty former members of JPUSA.*
Notice that Enroth apparently is unconcerned about
truth. He does not have to prove anything or interview
3Helen Ebaugh, Becoming an Ex: The Process of Role Exit
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 31-32, as quoted
in Enroth, 138.

4Enroth, 150.
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be no

thing as an objectively false or true accusation. There is
simply the subjective perception of the alleged victim.
Second, the method itself has undermined any basis why
anyone should be intellectually obligated to choose it rather
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people with a different opinion, even if these same people
are accused of committing spiritually heinous acts.
All
Enroth needs is his sociological methodology and _ the testimonies of the “victims.” In one place Enroth writes that

“authoritarian pastors are usually threatened by any expression of diverse opinions,” and while “displaying an attitude
of spiritual superiority, they will reject any invitation to
genuine dialogue...
It is ironic that in not permitting
JPUSA to tell its side of the story Enroth’s behavior emulates the authoritarian pastor he so accurately describes and
so eloquently criticizes elsewhere in this text.
But understand why Enroth sees no need to dialogue
with the accused: he is committed to the epistemological
presupposition that “the subject’s definition of the situation
takes precedence over the objective situation.” If you know
99.

the

“truth,”

and

it is the

subjective

definition

of

the

“victim,” why is it necessary to look for what really happened? Enroth already knows what “really” happened, for he
has the subjective definition of the “victim.”
This is simply the tyranny of the subjective, a logical consequence of
Enroth’s confusing epistemological commitment.
It is one thing for a social scientist, such as Enroth, to

collect and publish the first-person accounts of people who
_ claim to have been abused by members of the leadership of a
church or parachurch organization. There is no doubt that
such work has its place. It is quite another thing, however,
for the author to use those first-person accounts to make
charges about a particular organization without at least
inviting the accused to tell their side of the story. If Enroth
_ thinks that such a courtesy would have been harmful to the
“victims,” then he should have not mentioned the names of
the accused organizations or their leaders, a kindness he

willingly provided to the “victims”: “I have disguised names
except in a few instances in which the respondents specifically requested that I use their actual names.” © He does
write that “with one or two exceptions, I use the real names
_ of the churches involved,” but he doesn’t tell us what critetion he used to make this decision.’ Enroth, of course, de-

nies that he is making any charges against anybody:
JPUSA pastors and Covenant administrators have
reconceived my research findings as “accusations,”
“charges,” and “allegations.” Unfortunately, this inaccurate redefinition of scholarly research may give some
the impression that I am personally bringing complaints against a Covenant congregation.
It unfairly
casts me in an adversarial role, something I reject.®
There are several problems with this defense.
_

First,

Enroth claims that his detractors do not understand the nature

of his “scholarly research,” because they inaccurately
it. This sounds reminiscent of Enroth’s description
authoritarian leader who rebuts outside criticism by
that they “really don’t understand what is going on
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ministry anyway.”
Second, Enroth is muddying the waters in order not to

deal with legitimate criticism. The fact is that his presentation entails making accusations, leveling charges, and
raising allegations. The title of his book is not People Who
Recovered from What They Believed were Churches that
Abuse, which would have been a more accurate title given
Enroth’s epistemology,
but rather, Recovering from
Churches that Abuse. The title is accusatory. It is leveling
a charge of immoral behavior against the leadership of certain churches. Furthermore, consider the following claims
made by Enroth about particular churches:
The testimony of this book is that battered believers can

recover. But is rehabilitation possible for churches that
abuse? Can a spiritually abusive system be changed?
The answer is yes, even though in reality many
churches do not experience significant change.'
There is a side to the JPUSA story . . . that is largely
unknown. I became aware of problems in the group after receiving letters and phone calls from former members who had read Churches that Abuse and saw paral-

lels with their own experiences.!!

I recognize that some readers believe that “abuse” is too
strong a term to use in connection with unhealthy
churches and Christian organizations. But I do not know
a more adequate concept to describe the constellations of
traits that I have identified in this book and elsewhere...!?

She is still not fully rid of the emotional and spiritual
residue left from years of exposure to a church environment that was controlling, legalistic, guilt-inducing,

and highly manipulative.!?

This is a book about the process of recovering from
churches that abuse. You will be introduced to real
people who have struggled with leaving dysfunctional

churches and organizations.!
Notice in the above quotes that Enroth, despite his denials, is making accusations and leveling charges against
churches. He asks whether rehabilitation is possible “for
churches that abuse? Can a spiritually abusive system be
changed?” He implies, and later cites testimony to support
it, that there is an immoral and/or dysfunctional “side to the
JPUSA story .. . that is largely unknown.” Enroth speaks
of “unhealthy churches and Christian organizations” and “a
church environment that was controlling, legalistic, guilt-

Ibid., 31.
10ipid., 147.
Wypid., 121-122.
12tpid., 138.
I3tpid., 15.
I4tpid., 17.
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inducing, and highly manipulative.” He says that his book
is about “churches that abuse” and that the reader “will be introduced to real people who have struggled with leaving dysfunctional churches and organizations.” (emphases mine) It
is plain to any literate man or woman that Enroth is
charging certain churches with engaging in immoral and/or
dysfunctional behavior.
Consequently, Enroth is disingenuous when he claims that his “research findings” are not
accusations,’ ‘charges,’ and ‘allegations’.”
Third, Enroth claims in response to his opponents that
his approach is scholarly, despite the fact that in the book’s
preface, from which I quoted earlier in this essay, he confesses that it is far from scholarly: “the research for this
book is not based on questionnaires or surveys. No statistics or percentiles are included. I do not even claim that the
narratives found here are a ‘representative sample’ in the
technical methodological sense even though I have tried to
present typical accounts of spiritual and emotional abuse.”!*
eee

Lack

of Background

Knowledge

Another consequence of Enroth’s epistemological commitment and victim authoritarianism is that background
knowledge about both the alleged victims and the churches
they accuse of abuse is irrelevant. That is to say, once one
is committed to the belief that the “subject’s definition of
the situation takes precedence over the objective situation”
questions about the character, accuracy, past history, and
personal moral integrity of the alleged victims as well as the
general quality, reputation, and substance of the accused
congregation’s leadership are of no consequence whatsoever.
Although I can cite a number of examples from the book,
consider just these two.
The book’s first story is about a young man named
Carlos Garcia who became involved in the Boston Church of
Christ (or Boston Movement) while attending

a West Coast

university. Carlos tells us that he was a student who had
achieved a 4.0 grade point average during the first quarter of
his freshman year. According to Carlos, because of his in-

volvement with the Boston Church and its rigorous requirements, his grades plummeted, his personal relationships
suffered and he became a drug user and considered suicide.
We are told nothing about Carlos’ background except what
is told to us by Carlos. Perhaps Carlos is leaving something out which may help us to understand why such an intelligent young man should fall for the high-pressure tactics
of the Boston Movement.
Or perhaps Carlos had other
problems, such as past drug abuse, and is simply exaggerating his experience with the Boston Movement in order to
avoid personal embarrassment and responsibility. We simply do not know all the facts in this case.
However, we do know something about the Boston
Movement and its well-documented bad reputation with college and university administrators and Christian campus organizations. We know that the church’s discipleship tactics
and methods in general seem to result in decreased performance by college students who become committed members. We also know that the church’s governmental struc-
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ture and epistemological commitments (e.g., “The leadership
is always right”) seem to lead to authoritarianism, which can
be intellectually and spiritually harmful to people who do
not think critically about the church’s powerful presuppositions of ecclesiology and knowledge.!®
One can say,
therefore, that within certain segments of the Boston Church

|

there have developed patterns of unfairness and injustice by
a church government with an unhealthy model of authority.
These objective facts lend some credence to Carlos’ description of his experience with the Boston Movement. But —
Enroth, don’t forget, has no time for objectivity, since “the

subject’s definition of the situation takes precedence over the
objective situation.”
Compare and contrast Carlos’ story with the testimonies of former JPUSA members who claim to have been
abused by the church’s leadership. First, as in the case of
Carlos, we are told nothing about the backgrounds of the ex- —

members except what they tell us about themselves. |
Perhaps they were engaging in behavior which was harmful
to the moral and social stability of themselves as well as
the JPUSA community.
Perhaps some of the stories are |
true and some are false and/or an aberration from the JPUSA

norm.

|

Or perhaps the church’s demographics, membership

size, 22 years of existence,

and communal

lifestyle

are

bound, due to sheer statistical probability, to produce a
number of disgruntled former members who wrongly perceive ordinary church discipline and communal living standards as oppressive. After all, a generation taught to value |
personal gratification is ill-prepared to appreciate the maxim
“to obey is better than sacrifice.” Enroth may be right that
JPUSA is a church that abuses, but he provides us with
nothing which would help us come to an informed decision
as to whether this is the case.
Second, unlike the Boston Church of Christ, JPUSA
has an impeccable reputation with secular journalists and
scholars,

Chrisian

academics,

church

leaders,

and

other

churches and parachurch organizations.
Its literary, journalistic, and aesthetic accomplishments as well as its annual
festival speak volumes of the openness and accountability of
the JPUSA community.
This does not mean, of course,
that the JPUSA leadership has not made mistakes that it has
later regretted or that individual members and ex-members
have not had disagreements with the leadership’s decisions.
Rather, it simply means that JPUSA, like all imperfect
healthy churches, strives to do justice under the rubric of a
church government with a biblically grounded model of authority. Consequently, for Enroth to present the testimonies
of both JPUSA ex-members and Boston Church ex-members

without consulting and introducing important background
information is to provide a woefully inadequate basis by
which to make the judgment that these are “churches that
abuse.”

Conclusion
Whether or not a church is abusive cannot rest solely on
1 6yames Bjornstad, “At What Price Success?: The
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the subjective perceptions of alleged victims and their fami-
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_ concern for background knowledge, may be easily led to be_ lieve, by using Enroth’s methodology and after interviewing

seems to me the major premise of the Christian pro-homosexual stance.
If the pro-homosexual can prove that
Scripture is not clear on the issue of homosexuality then the
battle is virtually won.
Schmidt meets this challenge head on. Though it is not
possible to enter into a full analysis of Schmidt’s exegetical
work, I will give on example of how Schmidt, at one
point, meets the pro-homosexual exegetical arguments. The
pro-homosexual argues that when Paul speaks of homosexuality in 1 Corinthians 6:9-10 (I Timothy 1:10) it is not exactly clear what Paul has in mind in these verses.
The
Greek word that Paul uses here is arsenokoites. The problem with this word, as the pro-homosexuals see it, is that
this word does not appear in any literature before the New
Testament and then is not used until 200 years after the New
Testament. Therefore, there has been a lot of dispute over
what this word actually means. Many scholars believe that
Paul is referring to pedastry or male prostitution.
Since
these are activities that contemporary homosexuals would

_ Judas’ close friends and relatives, that the man who betrayed

condemn, these verses have nothing to do with the contem-

our Lord for thirty pieces of silver committed suicide be_ cause he was despondent after having broken free from the

porary debate which is over mutual consensual and monogamous homosexual relations.
Drawing upon the work of David Wright, Schmidt

lies. Although such subjective reactions to abuse are impor- tant, they are insufficient to make the charge that a church is
abusive. Such a charge must be grounded in proven patterns
of unfairness and injustice by a church government with an
unhealthy model of authority.
Consider my personal odyssey. What made that situation morally wrong was not that my wife and I felt hurt,

though that is an important variable. Rather, what made it
morally wrong is the fact that the church’s leadership style,
which uncritically permitted the pastor’s “hearing from God”
to trump nearly all other considerations (e.g., legal, procedural, ethical, biblical), developed into an authoritarian system

(even though the church technically had a presbyterian form

of government).
Someone who may not truly appreciate Enfroth’s epistemological confusion, victim authoritarianism, and lack of

control of an authoritarian leader of an abusive cult.
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Straight and Narrow?:
Compassion
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by Thomas E. Schmidt (Downer’s Grove, Illinois:
InterVarsity Press, 1995). 240 pages, paperback.

Reviewed by Gregory E. Valeriano

I do not think that it is over dramatic to say that the issue of homosexuality has the strong potential to split the
_ contemporary church.
Recently the Presbyterian Church
(U.S.A.) at its General Assembly rejected the ordination of
practicing homosexuals. Also this past year the Episcopal
Church was on the verge of its first heresy trial in decades
- over this same issue. The United Methodist Church also de-

cided against the ordination of homosexuals, reaffirming
their stance against homosexuality. The debate is heated and
passionate and the layperson cannot be ignorant of the issues
that surround this debate. Schmidt’s latest book Straight
and Narrow: Compassion and Clarity in the Homosexuality
Debate enters into this debate and provides an excellent and
in depth argument for the conservative stance on homosexu-

ality.
Schmidt engages with the latest exegetical work, scientific research and statistics. One of his strongest points is
his exegetical work. In this debate most pro-homosexual
_ advocates argue that Scripture is unclear at best when it
comes to the issue of homosexuality.
The words in
Scripture that are usually translated as homosexual either do
_ not take into account modern understandings of homosexuality or possibly do not refer to homosexuality at all. This
| Gregory E. Valeriano is an M.Div.
_ Theological Seminary.
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that the word

arsenokoites

is a compound

word,

coined by Paul or another Hellenistic Jew, taken from the
Septuagint (Greek translation of the Old Testament).
In
Leviticus chapter 18 and chapter 20, we find the condemnation of a man lying with another man as with a woman. In
Greek, the word arsenos means man and koites, where we
get our word coitus, means “to lie as one who lies with a
woman.” This finding by Wright shows clearly that the
word arsenokoites is referring to the act of homosexuality.
Wright’s finding, Schmidt argues, is important for
other reasons as well. For example, this shows that Paul is
influenced by the Old Testament and it is the Old Testament
that shapes his understanding of homosexuality and marriage. Schmidt works this out quite carefully, showing that
the Old Testament makes no distinction about particular
forms of homosexual behavior. Paul, being influenced by
the Old Testament, would not either.
Now

there

is much

more

to Schmidt’s

arguments,

which cannot be treated here. He treats all the biblical passages that the debate of homosexuality centers upon (but not
finding all verses to be compelling enough to be included
into the homosexual debate).

His main thesis is that “the

point is marriage. When any same-sex act—with angels,
with prostitutes, with boys, with mutually consenting
adults —is evaluated in relation to the marital union of male
and female, it falls short of the plan of God present from
creation.” Indeed, all of his exegetical, medical and psychological findings are weaved together to prove this very
premise.
Schmidt provides a strong biblical argument for the
normativity of heterosexual marriage and homosexual marriage as a deviation from that biblical norm; yet he also
deals with the latest statistical, psychological and scientific
data as well. In dealing with this data Schmidt only uses
non-Christian material and uses no secondary sources such
as newspapers, magazines or books. His data is taken directly from scholarly secular medical and social scientific
publications.
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We should note two points concerning Schmidt’s approach with this material. First, he is aware that statistics,
whether medical, scientific, or whatever, can easily be used

to
to
of
to

back up one’s argument. That is, it is easy and tempting
see only the facts or construe the facts to back up our side
the debate. Schmidt recognizes this and by referring only
non-Christian material he is taking precautions to limit

this as much as possible. Indeed, whether one agrees with
his assessment of Scripture or scientific data, one will

certainly see an effort on Schmidt’s part to present the other
side of the homosexual debate with fairness and charity.
Schmidt does not build a homosexual strawman just to
knock down or bludgeon him with his own arguments and
selected data.
Second, in his analysis and interpretation of this data,
Schmidt’s findings obviously do not support homosexuality
as a healthy lifestyle. With this in mind he voices his concern that someone could or might use this material in a destructive manner. Schmidt makes it clear throughout this
book that this type of destructive behavior is thoroughly
non-Christian.

Indeed,

he reminds

us, consistently,
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when we are debating the issue of homosexuality we are
dealing with real people and their lives. Unfortunately, we
need such a reminder for sometimes this is too easily for-

gotten.
In conclusion, Straight and Narrow is a must for anyone

thinking about the issue of homosexuality. Schmidt admits
that this book is written to deepen the understanding and
sensitivity of those who question or disapprove of homosexuality. He realizes that a book published by InterVaristy
Press will be read by a certain stripe of Christian. He makes
no bones about this. Yet even those who disagree with his

findings and conclusion would profit from reading this book,
for he provides a well articulated and cogent argument in a
compassionate manner. This book is a must for those in
the pastorate and for any layperson interested in this issue.
What is so impressive about Straight and Narrow is that it
does exactly what its subtitle states, it provides clarity to the
issues of homosexuality and does so in a compassionate
manner.
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